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State Action Plan on Climate Change & Human Health 

 

Introduction 

Climatic changes are inevitable. This is due to the natural phenomena of the universe. And also due to 

human interference on nature, which are not totally avoidable in practicality in the current world 

scenario. So we have to accept the climatic changes and rise to be ready & efficient enough to monitor 

and predict the changes, judge the nature & quantum of their possible impacts on human life & health 

and take preventive as well as mitigative measures in favour of human health. 

We know that origination & evolution of diseases depend on the epidemiological triad composed of (a) 

disease agent, (b) host and (c) environment. 

Climate changes may tell on each of these three fronts. These are well known to change the 

distribution, prevalence & character (even species) of disease agents, the term ‘agent’ being taken in a 

broad sense inclusive of infective & non-infective causation. 

Climate is also known to affect the host factors i.e. the internal characteristics of the living organisms, 

making them more vulnerable to ill health. Changes are occurring not only in the domain of human 

beings but also in that of animal health. Increase in zoonotic diseases again predisposes the mankind to 

more disease problems, since animal & human infections are often inter-changeable. 

Moreover, the climatic changes alter the environment, thus breaking the equilibrium on which, the 

survival of human race is based. Sudden changes in the environment may cause a direct onslaught on 

human beings in the form of injuries & deaths. The slow but prolonged changes, on the other hand, 

may result in extremes of weather & erratic weather causing calamities or disasters and may indirectly 

affect the community by disrupting employment, agriculture & food production.  

Disruption of environmental equilibrium usually comes more in favor of disease transmission by 

changing the vehicle of infection, bringing the human beings closer to the disease agents and altering 

the survival, distribution & reproduction of disease vectors (vector mosquito, fly, flee, ticks etc.). 

A State Action Plan needs to be in place so as to guide well thought, defined and coordinated 

approaches for preparedness & response of the health care system to the climatic changes. The Plan 

describes the path along which the health system is now moving, and outlines the strategies to be 

followed, further actions to be taken and system strengthening to be done. 



 

 

 

The measures that need to be taken to minimize the adverse impact of climate change on health, relate 

in many occasions to the domain of different stake holders (other than H&FW). Hence the actions 

would require synergy & inputs of those other agencies. 

 

      Map of West Bengal 



 

 

Demography: 

Climate sensitive diseases are on the rise due to Global warming and other extreme weather-related 

conditions through direct or indirect effects. These effects are so much widespread that a large section 

of the population gets affected taking a toll, more pronounced, on the vulnerable/ less privileged 

segments (Children, old age persons, tribal populations, employees of unorganized sector, high 

population density areas, unplanned urbanization, etc.). This is the call of the hour to formulate a state-

wide action plan with multi-sectoral involvement so that the environmental changes can be minimized, 

hazards can be averted and the effects can be mitigated to the extent as much as possible. Dept. of 

Health & Family welfare (H&FW) has to play a pivotal role in this whole process with emphasis on 

awareness generation and health effect mitigation.  

As per details from Census 2011, West Bengal has population of 9.13 Crores, an increase from a figure 

of 8.02 Crore in 2001 census.  

 Out of the State population of 91,276,115 (2011 census), males and females are 46,809,027 and 

44,467,088 respectively. 

 The decadal growth of the population was 13.93 %. 

 The population density was 1029/km2. 

 The tribal population proportion was 5.8%.  

 

Vulnerability of West Bengal 

1. Presence of highly vulnerable mega delta- the Sundarbans.  

2. High population density.  

3. Biodiversity hotspots.  

4. Center of production for crop plants. 

5. High incidence of cyclonic event in terms of per km occurrence. 

6. Threat of glacial lake outburst in Bhutan and Sikkim.  

7. The districts of North 24 Parganas, South 24 Parganas and Purba Medinipur have a high 

population density and are situated on the coast due to which they are vulnerable to extreme 

weather events like cyclones and flooding. For this reason, they deserve extra attention while 

monitoring the program. 

 

 



 

 

Brief Appraisal of the Existing Health system 

The breakup of different tiers of Medical Care Facilities is shown in the table below. 

S. No Facility Number 

1 MCH 13 

2 DH turned into new MCH 10 

3 DH  13 

4 SDH 36 

5 SGH 24 

6 Stand Alone SSH 11 

7 De Centralized Hospitals 2 

8 RH/BPHC (CHC) 349 

9 PHC including newly declared 

PHC 

915 

10 Newly Declared PHC 7 

11 UPHC 459 

 

All the Medical Colleges, District Hospitals, Super-specialty Hospitals, selected SDH/ SGHs are 

equipped with CCU/ HDU with integration of multi/super-specialty services for any kind of 

emergencies. The need of the hour is convergence of available resources, capacity building and 

awareness generation among medical faculties to render focused service for the climate sensitive 

illnesses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Vision, Goal & Objectives 

State Action Plan on Climate Change & Human Health (SAPCCHH) sets a holistic & rational 

perspective before the health care system so that the climate resilient & responsive actions can take a 

pre-planned, coordinated and sustained course, along with surge activities at the times of need. 

SAPCCHH is purported for the following: 

 It describes the system & programmes that are already in place to address the climate 

sensitive health issues. 

 It outlines the direction that needs to be taken in future and the further strengthening that is 

required for the health care system to be climate resilient and responsive. 

 It indicates the areas of convergence with other stake holder Departments & Organizations 

that need to be roped in for the above measures to materialize. 

SAPCCHH appreciates the threats arising in agent, host & environment aspects (of disease causation) 

out of climatic changes and identifies & prioritizes, in the State setting, the climate sensitive health 

issues. The further strategies and actions are formulated on this basis, keeping the resources and scopes 

of convergence (with other stake holders) in consideration. 

SAPCCHH also looks at the health care system itself so that it becomes more climate resilient and can 

serve efficiently at the times of weather extremes. 

The ultimate objective of the SAPCCHH is to minimize the adverse impact of climate change on the 

health of the State’s population and to reduce the morbidity & mortality due to the climate sensitive 

diseases as far as practicable. 

Protecting health from climate change 

Climate change is a global challenge that needs the action from all people. In late 2015, to address 

climate change, more than 190 countries approved Paris Agreement at the 21st session of the 

Conference of the Parties (COP21) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC) in Paris. In the agreement, all countries agreed to work to limit global temperature rise to 

well below 2 degrees Celsius and to make best efforts to keep it to 1.5 degrees Celsius, for the 

achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. Meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement could 

save about a million lives a year worldwide by 2050 through reductions in air pollution alone. 

In 2017 WHO launched a Special Initiative on Climate Change and Health in Small Island Developing 

States. While these countries contribute very little to causes of climate change, they are among the 

most vulnerable to climate change impacts. 



 

 

India laid strong foundations for greater global cooperation on climate action through its pledge for 

Paris Agreement. India has committed to cut its emission intensity of gross domestic product (GDP) by 

33-35% of 2005 levels by 2030. 

Promotion of renewable energy by Indian government is a strong commitment towards climate change. 

There's a lot we can also do in our daily life to prevent climate change including use of climate 

friendly transportation, save energy, go solar, harvest rain water, reduce waste and promote urban 

green spaces. 

Positive co-benefits 

Steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions can have more immediate positive health effects, such as 

promoting the use of public transportation and active movement (biking or walking as alternatives to 

using private vehicles) reduces carbon dioxide emissions and air pollution; and helps prevent diseases 

like diabetes, heart disease and cancer. 

We have a much better future in store for us if we act quickly and make significant changes in our 

lifestyle. 

 
Some ways to save energy and reduce GHG emissions  

 Replace old appliances with energy efficient models and light bulbs. 

 Save electricity by turning the gadgets off completely when not in use, including computers. 

 Recycling paper, plastic, glass &aluminum keeps landfills from growing. Reduce, reuse, and 

recycle waste. 

 Shop local. Supporting neighborhood businesses keeps people employed and helps prevent 

trucks from driving far distances. 

 Green your surroundings. 

 Bike, walk or take public transport. Save the car trips for when you’ve got a big group. 

 For regular journeys, use a car pool instead of separate vehicles for individuals. 

 Use renewal energy. If you have the option, install solar panels in your house. 

 Use a refillable water bottle and coffee cup. Cut down on waste. 

 Bring your own bag when you shop. 

 Compost—composting food scraps can reduce climate impact while also recycling nutrients. 

 
 

 

 

Health Adaptation Plan should underscore, in general, the importance of 
behavioral change at organization, community & individual levels. 

The above are some key messages that should be incorporated in health 
awareness communications. These are cornerstones of Health Action 

Call for Climate Change. 



 

 

 

 

Organizational Framework 
 

The Nodal Branch in the State Health Dept. for National Programme for Climate Change & Human 

Health (NPCCHH) is the Public Health & Communicable Diseases Branch. This branch is headed 

by a Jt. DHS under whom there are two Dy. Directors – DDHS(Malaria) for the Vector Borne 

Diseases and DDHS (PH) for the other public health matters in relation to communicable diseases 

(except Tuberculosis, Leprosy & HIV/AIDS) e.g. IDSP, NVHCP, NRCP, Disaster Management, 

Influenzas, emerging diseases like Nipah, Scrub Typhus etc. 

NPCCHH falls in the domain of DDHS (PH). There are two Asst. DHS-s and one DADHS who look 

after the different programmes. They are responsible for and help the DDHS (PH) in implementation 

of NPCCHH in the cross-cutting areas. Another DADHS, although placed under the DDHS (Malaria), 

supports the IDSP as the State Nodal Officer. Moreover, there are Contractual Consultants of IDSP 

(e.g. State Epidemiologist, State Veterinary Consultant, State Entomologist etc.) and two Specialists of 

Community Medicine (working in PH & CD Branch on detailment), who work under these officers 

and are involved in formulation of the State Plan and its implementation. 

A senior Professor of Community Medicine has been designated by proper Govt. Order as the State 

Nodal Officer for NPCCHH. The programme has started functioning in the State under his overall 

guidance. The day-to-day activities are carried out by the PH & CD Branch. 

At the District level, the District Leprosy Officer, a senior Officer in the PH cum Administrative 

Cadre, has been identified as the District Nodal Officer. Districts where there is no sanctioned post of 

District Leprosy Officer, the Asst. CMOH of the Sadar Subdivision would hold the charges of DNO. 

The Dy. CMOH-II, the District Officer in charge of the Public Health Programmes, will act as the 

Public Health Liaison Officer for NPCCHH. 

In addition to the organizational structure described above, there are Rapid Response Teams (RRT) at 

every level, namely State, District and Block levels. The RRT-s are responsible for prompt response to 

the public health emergencies. Hence, in the backdrop of climate change, these Teams need to be 

developed as an important resource. 

The State has already started taking steps in the above-said direction. Training programmes have been 

held for RRT-s at all levels. Re-orientation is also planned from time to time. Initiatives have been 

taken to enable the Block level functionaries to analyze surveillance and use them for public health 

action. Keeping the increasing importance of zoonoses in view, representatives of the Dept. of Animal 



 

 

Resource Development have been inducted into the RRT-s up to the Block tier. To strengthen the 

technical quality, Specialists/Faculties of Medicine, Pediatrics. Medicine, Microbiology/ Pathology 

have been included in the State & District RRT-s. 

Multi-Sectoral Task Force: 

For efficient preparation and execution of the State Action Plan on Climate Change and Human Health 

(SAPCCHH) a multi-sectoral task force had been formed on 23.09.2019 (vide order below). The first 

meeting of the multi-sectoral task force was held on 27.01.21.A working group was also formed under 

the guidance of the State Nodal Officer to develop the draft SAPCCHH. The process has unfortunately 

got delayed due to the pandemic situation.  



 

 

Government of West Bengal 
                                                    Department of Health & Family Welfare (PHP Branch) 

Swasthya Bhawan, GN-29, Sector-V 
Bidhannagar, Kolkata-700091 

Memo. No. 545-HFW-I8099/4/2018-PHPSEC         Date: 23.09.2019 

O R D E R 

Sub: Formation of ‘Multi-sectoral Task Force’ for  implementation  of  the State Specific 
Action Plan for Climate Change and Human Health (SAPCCH) 

Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India has issued guidelines for 
strengthening of State health system for making it climate change Resilient vide 
D.O.No.720/16-08/2016-
CEOH(NCDC)(Pt.19)dated27thMarch,2018(copyenclosed).IthasbeenproposedtodraftStateSpeci
ficActionPlanfor Climate Change and HumanHealth(SAPCCHH).Also, 
anEnvironmentalHealthCellistobeformedwiththeofficialsfromdifferentconcerneddepartments.Ap
ublichealthexpertwouldfunctionastheNodal Officer. 

Undertheabovescenario,theundersignedisdirectedtostatethata‘Multi-
sectoralTaskForce’isherebyformedwiththeofficialsfromvariousbranchesofthisDepartmentaswellas
officialsfromother concerned Departments as shown in the table below : 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All concerned are being informed accordingly for compliance. 

 
 Enclo: As stated 

SI. No. Name of the Post Name/Designation of the officials 

1 
 
State Nodal Officer 

Prof. Raghunath Mishra, 
Prof. of Community Medicine and MSVP, IPGMER 
Mobile No: 9433832862, E-Mail: msvpsskm@gmail.com 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Member 

Additional Mission Director, National Health Mission, 
Deptt. of Health & Family welfare. 

3 Joint Secretary to the Govt. of W.B, PHP Branch, 
Deptt. of Health & Family Welfare. 

4 Deputy Director of Health Service ( Malaria ), 
Directorate of Health & Family Welfare. 

5 Deputy Director of Health Service ( Public Health ), 
Directorate of Health & Family Welfare. 

 
 

Deputy Director of Medical Education, 
Directorate of Health & Family Welfare. 

7 Deputy Director of Health Service, NCO-II, 
OirectorateofHealth&FamilyW’elfare.   

 
 

Assistant Director of Health Service ( EC, NC & ES ), 
Directorate of Health & Family Welfare. 

 
 

Sri T. Talukdar, Scientist ’ D ’ , Central Ground Water Board, 
Eastern Region, Salt Lake, Kolkata. 

10 Dr. G.K. Das, Scientist ’ D ' & Director, India Meteorological 
Deptt.Cont.no: 9836213781, e-mail :imdgkdas@gmail.com 

11 Dr. Tapas Kumar Gupta, Chief Engineer, Planning & Waste 
Management Cell,west Bengal PollutionControlBoard.  

12 P. Suresh Babu, Deputy Director (s), Ministry of Environment, 
Forest&ClimateChange,Govt.ofIndia,Cont.no:8008143846. 

13  Dr. Abhik Sinha, Scientist-’ C’, ICMR, 
National Institute of Cholera & Enteric Diseases. 



 

 

 

 

 

                 Core Committee under Chief Secretary: 

Although the Governing Body has not yet been formed in the State (now under process of 

formation), there is a Core Committee that functions under the chairmanship of the Chief 

Secretary. This Committee consists of the Secretaries of the stake holder Departments of State 

Govt. It is primarily meant for prevention of vector borne diseases. However, it also discusses 

environmental matters that have bearings on mitigation of climate sensitive issues. 

 

Environmental Health Cell: 

In pursuance of MOHFW D.O.No.720/16-08/2016-CEOH(NCDC) (Pt.19) dated 27th March, 

2018 Environmental Health Cell has been formed in the State Headquarter for conduction of 

day to day works of NPCCHH. This Cell facilitates sharing of data between the different Wings 

of Health & FW Dept. There are many Officers & Consultants in the Department whose 

domains of work are linked with climate change issues. The Environmental Health Cell will 

help to create synergy among them in the interest of the programme. The Cell has been 

composed as mentioned in the order below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

District Nodal Officer (CC & HH): 

The order for identification of District Nodal Officer (CC & HH) is given below. Such 

identification has been complete for all the Districts/Health Districts of the State. 

 

 



 

 

 

Further strategy & plan 

Actions for organizational strengthening are supposed to flow in the following direction: 

 Formation of a Governing Body for NPCCHH according to GOI guidelines. 

 Formation of the District Task Force (DTF) in very District. 

 Meetings of the Multi-Sectoral Task Force, Governing Body and DTF as per plan. 

 Further training/ re-orientation of the RRT-members for a set of higher skill & 

knowledge. 

 Development of a final and more elaborate version of State Action Plan in 

furtherance of this provisional version. 

 



 

 

Climate Sensitive Diseases Prevalent in West Bengal 

 

Diseases to be focused (2016 exercise):  

In accordance with the disease burden in the State, the changing epidemiological &/or 

entomological scenario as well as the threats of individual diseases/ public health problems, the 

following disease conditions were tentatively short-listed for the purpose of primary focusing: 

1) Dengue 

2) Malaria 

3) Japanese Encephalitis** 

4) Heat Stress and related impacts 

5) ARIs including Influenza. 

 

Such prioritization was a sequel of the National Planning Meeting on Climate Change & Human 

Health for the Eastern & NE States held in Kolkata in 2016, where NCDC (GOI) suggested all 

the participating States to identify several focus areas for detailed planning and sustained action. 

 

Rationale for selecting the particular diseases:  

(a) Dengue: - 

 Urban disease extending its limit to affect peri-urban & rural areas due to continuing 

unplanned/ less planned urbanization 

 Disease pathology changing characteristics; more of organ involvement warranting 

critical care 

 Change in serotypic pattern 

 Change in vector predominance: Aedes albopictus gaining importance 

(b) Malaria: - 

 Parasite is likely to develop drug resistance with time 

 New species may emerge 

 New endemic foci may appear 



 

 

 Vector may become resistant to insecticides 

 Challenge of forest malaria – very difficult to prevent 

 Asymptomatic malaria 

 

(c) Heat Stress & Related Impacts:  

 As heat related events are being reported almost regularly during the summer months, 

thus it is an impending problem. 

 In last few years drastic increase in temperatures has been noted which is causing 

significant impact on public life. 

(d) Influenza: 

 Notifiable disease. 

 Previously it was seen that upsurge in cases was only during rainy season (July – 

October) but currently two trends have been noted one during rainy season and the other 

during late winters. 

 Round the year cases are been noted. 

 High risk disease. 

 Often a zoonotic entity 

** Japanese Encephalitis has long been recognized as a disease of paramount importance 

related to climate changes due to its high case fatality rate (20-30%) and ability to cause 

considerably prolonged morbidity as well as disability. But off late, the burden of the 

disease has decreased to a great extent in our state due to routine vaccination drive for the 

children and the special drives for the adolescents/ adults in different pre-identified hot 

spots. On the other hand, scrub typhus, a mite borne disease has emerged as a public health 

problem in the State during last few years. 

 

 

 



 

 

Disease prioritization (Revised): 

In pursuance of the further communications from MOHFW (GOI) in the recent years, the 

priority disease list has been revisited and extended to cover further aspects of climate sensitive 

public health problems. This renewed exercise has been carried out in a participatory manner 

along with the members of the Working Group for drafting the State Plan. 

The following diseases and/or public health problems are now identified as the focus areas for 

climate responsive planning under the broad heads suggested by MOHFW (GOI). 

Sl. No. Broad areas Diseases/ Public health problems 

A Vector Borne Diseases (i) Dengue, (ii) Malaria and (iii) Scrub Typhus 

B Diseases due to poor air quality Acute Respiratory Illness (ARI) 

C Water Borne Diseases (i) Acute Diarrhoeal Diseases (ADD), (ii) 
Fluorosis 

D Zoonotic Diseases Influenza 

E Nutritional Deficiencies Nutritional Anaemia 

F Extreme weather events (i) Heat related illnesses and (ii) Flood & Cyclone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Health Adaptation Plan for Vector Borne Diseases 

Dengue: the most important VBD problem 

The Outset: 

The menace of different Vector Borne Diseases (VBD) in the state of West Bengal, namely 

Dengue and Malaria, is a considerable public health burden and twined significantly with the 

climate changes off late. Especially the case load of Dengue is often very high posing serious 

public health threat. The changing pathology of the disease with involvement of multiple organs, 

the more exophilic nature of the predominant vector (Aedes albopictus) alongside different 

circulating serotype of the virus are areas of concern. Multi-pronged approach has been adopted 

time to time to tackle the problem holistically. The table below depicts the scenario of dengue in 

our state over the years: 



 

 

 

 

The case fatality rate has showed steady decreasing trend from 2017 till 2019. But the point of 

concern is the increasing incidence of dengue in the rural areas, probably due to unplanned 

urbanization, climate change, change in vector characteristics, etc.   

 

 

 

 

 

Case Death CFR Case Death CFR Case Death CFR Case Death CFR Cases Deaths CFR
1 Jalpaiguri 211 0 0.00 733 0 0.00 252 0 0.00 953 1 0.10 20 0 0.00
2 Alipurduar 25 0 0 838 0 0.00 50 0 0.00 2542 0 0.00 31 0 0.00
3 Darjeeling 0.34 1251 1 0.08 1244 2 0.16 1279 1 0.08 18 0 0.00
4 Kalimpong HD 15 0 0.00 14 0 0.00 60 0 0.00 3 0 0.00
5 Coochbehar 52 0 0 217 0 0.00 99 0 0.00 576 0 0.00 9 0 0.00
6 Uttar Dinajpur 128 0 0 130 0 0.00 169 0 0.00 305 0 0.00 20 1 5.00
7 Dakhin Dinajpur 1723 1 0.06 221 0 0.00 206 0 0.00 952 0 0.00 31 0 0.00
8 Malda 564 0 0 1268 1 0.08 894 1 0.11 999 0 0.00 167 0 0.00
9 Bankura 0.21 244 0 0.00 98 0 0.00 173 0 0.00 68 0 0.00
10 Bishnupur HD 79 0 0.00 16 0 0.00 41 0 0.00 14 0 0.00
11 Birbhum 0.17 418 1 0.24 95 0 0.00 130 0 0.00 13 0 0.00
12 Rampurhat HD 92 0 0.00 32 0 0.00 26 1 3.85 6 0 0.00
13 Purba Burdwan 0 705 1 0.14 379 1 0.26 323 0 0.00 22 0 0.00
14 Paschim Burdwan 37 0 0.00 180 0 0.00 169 0 0.00 23 0 0.00
15 Hooghly 2229 1 0 1323 1 0.08 1291 5 0.39 2221 2 0.09 402 1 0.25
16 Howrah 2469 7 947 3 0.32 1543 7 0.45 2532 3 0.12 288 2 0.69
17 Kolkata 1686 5 0.30 2374 5 0.21 3138 27 0.86 3682 1 0.03 2354 4 0.17
18 Murshidabad 1348 0 0 1180 2 0.17 1029 0 0.00 1626 0 0.00 172 0 0.00
19 Purba Mednipur 0.41 377 1 0.27 257 3 1.17 479 0 0.00 21 0 0.00
20 Nandigram HD 39 0 0.00 94 0 0.00 222 0 0.00 13 0 0.00
21 Paschim Mednipur 0 638 2 0.31 800 4 0.50 715 0 0.00 39 0 0.00
22 Jhargram 55 0 0.00 17 0 0.00 37 0 0.00 2 0 0.00
23 Nadia 1893 0 0 2856 0 0.00 1135 2 0.18 6462 0 0.00 95 0 0.00
24 North 24 Parganas 0.29 16152 21 0.13 6585 27 0.41 17138 16 0.09 849 1 0.12
25 Basirhat HD 2009 3 0.15 771 3 0.39 1472 2 0.14 53 0 0.00
26 Purulia 49 0 0 119 0 0.00 312 0 0.00 103 0 0.00 5 0 0.00
27 South 24 Parganas 2 0.09 3056 4 0.13 2016 3 0.15 1750 0 0.00 335 1 0.30
28 Diamond Harbour HD 3 373 0 0.00 585 1 0.17 961 0 0.00 93 0 0.00

26741 50 0.19 37746 46 0.12 23301 86 0.37 47928 27 0.06 5166 10 0.19STATE TOTAL

Sl. No Name of the District

298 1

486

575

589

482

686 0

8974

2274

2016

1

1

26

0

2020

2

20182017 2019



 

 

Preparedness & actions taken 

Following measures have been adopted to control Dengue in the state: 

Measures for prevention & control of Dengue in West Bengal 
Serial 
no  

Measures  Activities  Status 

1 Entomological 
Surveillance & 
Vector control 

Pre-monsoon activities for 
perennial breeding sites 

Entomological surveys have been done to 
note the status of some sample perennial 
breeding sites in the pre-monsoon season. 
The plan was to compare the status after 
the implementation of the vector control 
activities in these areas. 

Entomological surveillance 
activities with monitoring of 
relevant indices at fixed and 
random sites at regular interval 

Surveillance done in more than 200 sites 
every fortnightly   

Breeding Container Analysis Other than the calculation of House Index, 
container Index, Breateau Index, Types of 
breeding containers are analyzed and 
specific vector control activities are 
recommended to strengthen accordingly 
other than the routine vector control 
activities 

Intensification of vector control 
activities in areas reporting high 
indices for Aedes 

Weekly alert is generated on the basis of 
analysis of the entomological surveillance 
report, specific problem/ lacunae in vector 
control activities are being identified and 
notified to the Urban and Rural body 

Source reduction activities 
during house to house survey 
except in Covid-19 containment 
zones adhering to respective 
guidelines 

Vector Control Team Members are 
sensitized to emphasize the source 
reduction activities and to spray larvicide 
only in the places where source reduction 
is not possible 

Guppy fishes has been released 
in both Urban and Rural areas 

Guppy fishes have been released in the 
waterbodies like ponds, lowland having 
stagnant water accumulation, clogged 
drain, etc 

Fogging in the containment 
zones 

  

2 Disease 
surveillance  

Test for suspected Dengue cases 
at SSHs 

  

Stock of diagnostic kits (ELISA 
based NS1 & IgM) 

  



 

 

Timely reporting from SSHs 
even for tagged peripheral 
institutes with line-listing 

Being uploaded in DKPI portal regularly 

Rapid response team for any 
upsurge/outbreak 

Already in vogue at state, district & 
block/municipality level 

3 Case 
Management  

Dedicated beds for Dengue 
patients in hospitals 

Present & strategically placed 

Sufficient stock of blood 
components in blood banks 

  

Provision of timely referral from 
periphery 

Available 

Dengue case management 
protocol of State 

Present & being followed 

TOT of the Dengue case 
management protocol in 2020 

State TOT completed. District and sub 
district level training in progress 

Training on management of 
Dengue cases with co-morbities 
and in special groups 

Addressed elaborately in this year's 
modified Dengue case management 
protocol 

Use of Top-sheet to monitor the 
clinical condition of the patient 

Used everywhere for suspected and 
confirmed Dengue cases 

4 Logistics Stock position of insecticides Temephos, Bti 5%WP (Strain 164), 
Serotype H-14 &Bti 5%WP (Strain 
ABIL), Serotype H-14 have been supplied 
to the Urban and the Rural areas via 
District CMOH Office.  

Other logistic issues for vector 
control 

Chemical larvicides are sprayed in 9 
weeks with 1 week of Biolarvicide to 
prevent the development of insecticide 
resistance.  

Cell counter machine Despatched newly to  a number of 
institutions 

ELISA machine for Dengue 
diagnostics 

Despatched newly to a  number of 
institutions 

Component separation unit for 
blood bank 

 

Fund allotment for different 
logistics in different critical care 
units 

  

Purchase of portable USG 
machine for Dengue case 
management 

  

5 IEC for 
community 
awareness 

Regular rounds of house to 
house survey for IPC to 
encourage community awareness 

 Being done (except in Covid 19 
containment zones adhering to respective 
guidelines) 



 

 

and involvement in source 
reduction  

Use of electronic media TV & radio being regularly used 
Use of social media   
Public display of banner,posters 
etc 

Done in hospitals, offices, roadsides, 
market places etc 

Mobile app meant for 
community involvement in fever 
reporting and probable breeding 
source identification 

  

6 Inter-sectoral 
co-ordination 

State level co-ordination with 
SUDA, Municipal Corporations, 
P&RD 

Training for vector control activities, 
awareness generation, case management 
Imparted; regular liaison being maintained  

7 Monitoring  Daily reporting of fever cases Being done from every institution through 
DKPI portal and analysis carried out in 
DSU & SSU on regular basis 

 Reporting of laboratory 
confirmed Dengue cases 

Being done from both the govt. and pvt. 
hospitals and laboratories through DKPI 
portal daily and through IDSP 

Entomological reporting  Provision for real time reporting of survey 
findings has been arranged through google 
spread-sheet 

Monitoring of laboratory 
activities & adherence to 
protocol based management 

State & district level monitoring teams 
provide supportive supervision to different 
private and government institutions 
regularly  

8 Miscellaneous Engagement of phlebotomist in 
selected high case load hospitals 
for stipulated time 

In process 

Establishment of district level 
entomological laboratory 

Functional in 15 districts (rest 12 districts 
under process); funds to buy basic 
equipments have been released. 
Entomological laboratory in the State HQ 
is also underprocess 

 

Further strategy & plan 

 Vector mapping – To determine the distribution of different vector species and formation 

of data base of their densities over time. 

 Functional Entomological Laboratories at State & District levels to support vector related 

monitoring and studies. 



 

 

 Monitoring of resistance of vectors against larvicides and insecticides in use. 

 Emphasis on solid & liquid waste management in urban as well as rural areas, that would 

have a far-reaching impact, not only limited to dengue but to diseases like malaria, 

leptospirosis, diarrhoeal diseases etc. 

 Extension of dengue diagnostic facilities to all the 2nd tier hospitals (SDH/ SGH/ SSH-s) 

and to the specifically vulnerable Blocks as well so as to support prompt & proper case 

management. 

 Empowering the Block PHCs of the high-risk Blocks with cell counters, typhoid antibody 

kits (rapid test) etc. for investigation of fever cases. 

 Totally portal based line listing of cases to enable epidemiological analysis. 

 To engage with Meteorological Dept. to have mid-long term rain forecast as alert for 

dengue upsurge. 

 

Stake holder Departments 

In order to address the climate sensitive aspect of the Dengue problem, coordination and 

convergence would be necessary with the following Departments of the State & Central Govts. 

 Urban Development & Municipal Affairs 

 Panchayat & Rural Development 

 Public Works Department 

 Public Health Engineering 

 Irrigation & Waterways 

 Education 

 Fisheries 

 Meteorology 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Malaria 

 

Malaria is a highly climate sensitive disease, especially because its epidemiology depends upon 

the spread, density and vectoral capacity of its mosquito vector, all of which vary highly with 

changes in climate. Malaria is targeted to be eliminated from the country by 2030 and 

accordingly the Control Programme has been renamed as Malaria Elimination Programme. The 

target is to have zero indigenous case in any of the States & UT-s. According to the benchmarks 

of the programme, West Bengal is in Category II of the States i.e. where the Annual Parasite 

Incidence (API) is < 1 for the whole State but is > 1 in one or more of the Districts. 

Vulnerability: 

All the Districts of West Bengal are endemic for malaria. Tropical climate, fairly high rain fall, 

high humidity through a majority of the months of a year (summer, monsoon & post-monsoon 

seasons) etc. all make the State vulnerable for the disease. The ecology characterized by 

innumerable water bodies and plenty of canals, ditches & rivulets adds to the factors influencing 

the vulnerability. Paddy culture, unplanned urbanization, migration of labourers etc. are also 

contributing factors. 

The Districts that were traditionally known as high endemic Districts have gone down in the 

scale of endemicity in the last several years. Use of LLIN (long lasting insecticide treated net) 

and early case detection with Rapid Diagnostic Kit are believed to have made this possible. 

However, malaria incidence has increased in several other Districts over the last few years. 

Different species of Anopheles vector, e.g. An. stephensi, An. culicifacies, An. annularis, An. 

fluviatilis etc. are predominant in different parts of the State, depending on the geographical 

characteristics like urban habitations/ agricultural land/ forest village/ foot hill/ tea garden etc. 

This allows disease transmission to continue in varied ecological conditions. 

It is very difficult to control breeding of Anopheles in rural environment, since breeding places 

like paddy field, canals, slow moving streams etc. which are suitable for various Anopheles 

species are so common in rural areas and are not easily amenable to source reduction. Control of 



 

 

adult vector with insecticides is also getting less effective due to development of vectoral 

resistance to the traditional insecticides. 

These factors are going to make the coming years a more vulnerable time for the spread of 

malaria. 

 

Morbidity & mortality: 

The rise and fall of over-all malaria cases & deaths in the State have occurred in the following 

manner. 

  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Malaria cases 66308 55753 34717 26484 24909 35204 31175 26440 25928 14057 

Malaria death 19 30 16 65 34 59 28 8 6 5 

 

There were fluctuations in the incidence of malaria over the years. However, deaths due to 

malaria have markedly decreased since 2018. The gross decrease in no. of cases in 2020 seems to 

be mostly owing to the unusual situation arising from the Covid pandemic. 

The proportion of falciparum (Pf%) among the total malaria cases also had gross fluctuations 

during the last decade (see graph below). 
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The Annual Parasite Incidence (API per 1000 population) would give an impression of the 

district-wise incidence of the disease as shown below. 

Sl. No. District/ Health District 
API 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

1 Alipurduar 0.24 0.91 0.08 0.28 0.03 

2 Bankura 0.27 0.23 0.10 0.08 0.03 

3 Basirhat HD     0.08 0.07 0.02 

4 Birbhum 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.01 

5 Bishnupur HD     0.07 0.07 0.02 

6 Cooch Behar 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.00 

7 Dakshin Dinajpur 0.20 0.14 0.08 0.04 0.01 

8 Darjeeling &Kalimpong 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.00 

9 Diamond Harbour HD     0.08 0.09 0.03 

10 Hooghly 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.01 

11 Howrah 0.27 0.34 0.17 0.16 0.05 

12 Jalpaiguri 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 

13 Jhargram     0.14 0.11 0.03 

14 KMC 3.60 3.72 4.15 3.87 2.29 

15 Malda 0.45 0.27 0.16 0.10 0.02 

16 Medinipur East 0.15 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.01 

17 Medinipur West 0.06 0.12 0.03 0.02 0.00 

18 Murshidabad 0.23 0.19 0.15 0.14 0.06 

19 Nadia 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.02 

20 Nandigram HD     0.04 0.03 0.01 

21 North 24 Pgs 0.11 0.13 0.04 0.04 0.01 

22 Paschim Bardhaman     0.02 0.00 0.00 

23 PurbaBardhaman 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 

24 Purulia 1.10 0.67 0.13 0.11 0.06 

25 Rampurhat HD     0.07 0.05 0.01 

26 South 24 Pgs 0.10 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.05 

27 Uttar Dinajpur 0.04 0.14 0.04 0.02 0.01 

 West Bengal 0.37 0.33 0.26 0.27 0.14 

NB: Blocked cell indicates that the respective District is a newly created District/ Health District and 
segregated data is not available for it. 

However, API would depend on Annual Blood Examination Rate. Hence it would be better to 

give a look at the Test Positivity Rate (TPR). 



 

 

The over-all TPR (%) for the State significantly declined in 2017 & 2018 and then remained 

more or less stable at around 0.22%. However, there were wide variation among the Districts. 

The TPR remained very high (>4%) in Kolkata all through the last five years (2016-2020). The 

TPR of previously known high endemic Districts, viz.- Bankura, Jalpaiguri, Paschim 

Medinipur& Purulia have noticeably decreased in the recent years. Several other Districts e.g. 

Howrah, Malda, Murshidabad, South 24 Parganas etc. have been showing a relatively higher 

TPR with respect to other Districts during the last 3 years. [See table below for details]. 

Sl. No. District/ Unit 
TPR 
2016 

TPR 
2017 

TPR 2018 
TPR 
2019 

TPR 
2020 

1 Alipurduar 0.09 0.27 0.02 0.07 0.01 

2 Bankura 0.13 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.04 

3 Basirhat HD     0.08 0.06 0.04 

4 Birbhum 0.13 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.01 

5 Bishnupur HD     0.03 0.04 0.02 

6 Cooch Behar 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 

7 Dakshin Dinajpur 0.21 0.12 0.09 0.04 0.02 

8 Darjeeling 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 

9 Diamond Harbour HD     0.06 0.08 0.04 

10 Hooghly 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 

11 Howrah 0.27 0.37 0.21 0.19 0.13 

12 Jalpaiguri 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 

13 Jhargram     0.09 0.04 0.04 

14 Kalimpong       0.00 0.00 

15 KMC 4.59 4.84 4.85 4.09 6.31 

16 Malda 0.40 0.20 0.13 0.07 0.04 

17 PurbaMedinipur 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.01 

18 Paschim Medinipur 0.20 0.12 0.03 0.02 0.01 

19 Murshidabad 0.29 0.23 0.14 0.12 0.09 

20 Nadia 0.10 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.03 

21 Nandigram HD     0.03 0.02 0.01 

22 North 24 Pgs 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 

23 Paschim Bardhaman     0.03 0.01 0.00 

24 PurbaBardhaman 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 

25 Purulia 0.66 0.38 0.09 0.07 0.05 

26 Rampurhat HD     0.07 0.04 0.02 

27 South 24 Pgs 0.13 0.14 0.09 0.11 0.07 

28 Uttar Dinajpur 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 

  West Bengal 0.38 0.28 0.22 0.21 0.23 

 



 

 

It needs to be kept in mind that disease endemicity may have variance within a District. Even in 

a low endemic District, there may be a few Subcentres where the incidence is significantly high. 

From this viewpoint Subcentre-wise API is discussed in the next Section here. 

Categorization for elimination: 

The aim of National Malaria Elimination Programme is to reach Category 0 i.e. when there will 

be no indigenous case of malaria in any part of the country. The target year is 2030. 

Districts and Blocks are categorized as per Programme criteria. The purpose is to take strategical 

actions and strengthen activities according to the stratification. 

All Districts of West Bengal except Kolkata are in Category I, since the over-all API (Annual 

Parasite Incidence) of the District is below 1 and also API of all the Blocks within the District is 

< 1. In Kolkata, although the over-all API is < 1, certain Boroughs have API > 1. Hence Kolkata 

falls in Category II. 

API is monitored up to the Subcentre level in accordance with the Programme guideline. The no. 

of Subcentres classified by API has changed over the years as shown below. 

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

% SC  with 0 API 69.67 63.97 71.06 67.47 80.70 

% SC with > 0 to <  0.5 API  22.92 23.71 15.98 29.47 18.66 

% SC 0.5 to <1 API  4.30 10.32 10.95 2.47 0.41 

% SC with 1 to < 2 API  1.94 1.17 1.05 0.43 0.15 

% SC with 2 to < 5 API 0.87 0.52 0.60 0.07 0.04 

% SC with 5 to 10 & more API  0.30 0.32 0.37 0.07 0.03 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

The same has been shown graphically hereunder. 

 

 

 

Measures taken: 

Sl. 
No. 

Measures Action Status 

1 Diagnosis  Microscopy maintained as the 
standard diagnostic method. 
However, for quick detection 
and service in peripheral units 
bivalent Rapid Diagnostic Kit 
(RDK) is used. 

Microscopy available in 
all hospitals up to the 
Block PHC-s and also 
some of the PHC-s. 
Community health 
workers can also avail 
of it by sending slides 
to the PHC lab. RDK 
available up to 
Subcentre level and 
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also with the ASHA-s 
in high endemic areas. 

2 Case management Management of uncomplicated 
& severe cases of vivax and 
falciparum – as per the 
(National) Drug Policy Malaria 

Tablets of chloroquine 
and artesunate-SP 
available at all levels up 
to the Subcentres. Inj. 
artesunate ensured in all 
hospitals up to the 
Bedded PHC-s.  

3 Surveillance Early detection to enable 
prompt treatment to cut the 
transmission chain. Malaria 
needs to be excluded in fever 
cases as per the National 
Treatment Policy. 

 

Evaluation of fever 
cases with RDK at 
Subcentre level. Also, 
collection of blood 
slides by community 
level workers.  

Testing for malaria 
(RDK & microscopy) 
monitored against a 
population-based target. 

 

Fever surveillance through field 
workers to identify cluster of 
cases (if any). 

 

Mapping of malaria cases to 
identify focal outbreaks. 

Fever surveillance data 
collected from all 
Subcentres and 
analysed weekly. 

Mass survey and focal 
IRS to contain 
outbreaks. 

Capturing information of cases 
detected in private laboratories. 
(Significant contribution of 
private sector, inefficiently 
covered through the routine 
paper-based reporting system).  

Development of an on-
line portal for case 
notification by private 
laboratories  

4 Entomological Identification of entomological 
sentinel sites in selective 

Survey performed by 
District Entomological 



 

 

surveillance Districts. Monthly survey at 
these sites.  

Team to identify vector 
species and monitor 
vector density. 

5 Vector control Indoor Residual Spray (IRS) in 
endemic Subcentres – two 
rounds in a year. Also, focal 
spray in areas of case clustering 
and around malaria deaths. 

Identification of 
endemic Subcentres on 
the basis of data of 
previous 3 years. 

IRS with 50% DDT. 

As a part of Dengue Prevention 
Programme potential breeding 
sites checked for presence of 
mosquito larvae. 

Breed checking done by 
trained grassroot 
workers in rural as well 
as urban areas. Source 
reduction and larvicidal 
spray done by Vector 
Control Teams. 
Temephos and Bti used 
as larvicide. 

Use of larvivorous fish for 
biological control of mosquitoes 

Guppy fish released in 
waterbodies like 
cesspool, blocked 
drains, unused ponds 
etc. in pre-monsoon 
season 

6 Personal protection Distribution of LLIN (long 
lasting insecticidal net) in 
endemic Subcentres. 

Villages under 
Subcentre having API > 
1 are covered. 

7 IEC Blood test for early detection of 
malaria and use of mosquito net 
are publicized  

Publicity through print 
materials e.g. posters, 
banners etc. and 
interpersonal 
communication. 
Observance of Anti-
Malaria Month in June 
every year.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Further strategies: 

 Identification of the high endemic Subcentres/Urban Wards across the State, irrespective 

of the endemicity of the Districts. 

 Strong vigilance to recognize any fever/malaria cluster at the earliest opportunity so that 

prompt containment measures can be taken. 

 Line listing of each & every malaria case so as to support the vigilance mentioned above. 

Portal based listing from both private & govt. sources would be preferable. 

 Active surveillance by properly utilizing the grassroot manpower like ASHA, HHW etc. 

in order to ensure early detection of disease in both rural & urban areas. 

 Commensurate availability of logistics to support the continuous active surveillance. 

 Training & re-training of Laboratory Technicians to keep up their skill & motivation of 

quality microscopy even when the disease becomes infrequent in the community. 

 Unbarred use of Rapid Diagnostic Kits in the peripheral units where microscopy result 

cannot be available within 24 hours. 

 Training & re-training of Doctors and Nurses to enable them to identify severe malaria in 

time and manage cases as per protocol so as to avert any death due to malaria. 

 Monitoring & research on emergence of drug resistance. 

 Orientation of Informal Health Care Providers to strengthen surveillance and case 

notification. 

 Entomological surveillance to locate high vector density areas so that more intensive & 

pre-emptive actions can be taken.  

 Mapping of malaria vectors in the Districts of higher endemicity and monitor the changes 

in profile over the years. 



 

 

 Sustenance of the LLIN distribution activity along with monitoring of its proper use. 

 Further use of biological methods of vector control. Operational researches may be 

undertaken. 

 Vigilance on migrants and strengthening of cross-notification.  

 Special sub-plans for typical risk groups like foot path dwellers, nomads, isolated forest 

villages etc. 

 

Stake holders to be engaged: 

 Dept. of Urban Development & Municipal Affairs 

 Dept. of Panchayat & Rural Development 

 Dept. of Fisheries 

 Dept. of Agriculture 

 Forest Dept. 

 Dept. of Education 

 Other Govt. agencies providing health care service e.g. Railways, ESI, Defence etc. 

 National institutes performing entomological research 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Scrub Typhus 

 
Scrub typhus, also known as bush typhus, is a disease caused by a bacteria called 

Orientiatsutsugamushi. O. tsutsugamushi is transmitted by trombiculid mite larvae (chiggers), 

which feed on forest and rural rodents, including rats, voles, and field mice. Human infection 

also follows a chigger bite. The mites are both the vector and the natural reservoir for O. 

tsutsugamushi. The most common symptoms of scrub typhus include fever, headache, body 

aches, and sometimes rash. In the last few years in West Bengal it is established itself as an 

emerging threat to public health which needs to be monitored.  

Vulnerability: 

Trombiculid mites are most prevalent in the hot regions of the globe. Even in the cold countries, 

it is found more in the temperate zones. West Bengal being located in the tropical region, bears a 

huge population of these mites. The sprawling areas of agricultural land and associated 

population of rodents favors the multiplication of the mites. In many urban communities, the 

uncleanliness is suitable for habitation of rodents which again invites the abundance of mites. 

The Terai region in the north has many tea gardens which are said to be very suitable places for 

the trombiculid mites. The culture of walking in bare foot also predisposes the people to mite 

bites. 

The collaborative study of AES pathogens with NIMHANS (2016-2018) showed that scrub 

typhus is the causative agent for about 34% of the acute encephalitis cases in the State, 

surpassing by far the Japanese encephalitis virus which was earlier considered to be a principal 

agent for AES. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Morbidity: 

The table below illustrates the Scrub scenario in the State: 

 

 

Year Total tests done
Lab confirmed 

cases
Positivity rate (%)

2018 3796 579 15.3

2019 12971 3148 24.3

2020 11262 1244 11.1

2021 till   29th June 4090 345 8.4

Scrub Typhus Cases for the year 2018 to 2021 (till 29.06.2021)



 

 

 

 

Sl. 
No

Name of the 
District

2018 2019 2020 2021(till 29.06.2021)

1 Bankura 46 240 236 19
2 Bishnupur HD 1 58 34 3
3 Birbhum 37 37 123 13
4 Rampurhat HD 0 22 5 1
5 Purba Burdwan 66 78 24 1
6 Paschim  Burdwan 14 34 5 0
7 Hooghly 32 224 51 8
8 Howrah 45 177 24 10
9 Kolkata 26 141 14 25

10 Murshidabad 27 514 430 162
11 Midnapore East 15 112 13 3
12 Nandigram HD 1 23 2 0
13 Midnapore West 9 551 41 8
14 Jhargram 1 36 8 2
15 Nadia 30 71 23 17
16 N24 PGs 61 169 22 24
17 Basirhat HD 4 42 2 3
18 Purulia 11 38 36 2
19 S24 PGs 96 308 44 13
20 Diamond Harbour HD 4 89 7 8

526 2964 1144 322
21 Jalpaiguri 10 27 15 2
22 Alipurduar 5 13 8 2
23 Darjeeling 19 21 14 4
24 Kalimpong 0 1 1 0
25 Coochbehar 5 28 8 2
26 U. Dinajpur 4 27 18 5
27 D. Dinajpur 0 23 16 1
28 Malda 10 44 20 7

53 184 100 23

579 3148 1244 345

South Bengal

North Bengal

   West Bengal Total

Status of Scrub Typhus in West Bengal from 2018-2021 till 29.06.2021



 

 

Scrub Typhus Map for 2019 



 

 

 

Scrub Typhus Map for 2020 

 



 

 

 

Measures for prevention & control of Scrub in West Bengal 

 

Entomological survey: 

A Scrub Typhus entomological survey was carried out in Purba Medinipur done by Dist. 

Entomologists in response to a focal outbreak of scrub typhus. 

Place of Survey:Village- Saira, Sahid Matangini  Block, District- Purba Medinipur  

Date of Survey: 28.12.2020 

 

Serial 
No 

Measures Activities 

1 Disease surveillance Steady increase in the number of diagnostic labs over the last 
few years: 
In 2019- 19 labs 
In 2020- 31 labs 
In 2021- 39 labs. 
IgM ELISA has been stipulated as the diagnostic test. 
Districts have been tagged with particular laboratories for 
convenience of sample referral. 
 

2 Case Management A protocol for management of scrub typhus has been issued on 
03.12.2019 and widely circulated. 
Specific criteria have been laid down for selection of cases for 
testing and circulated along with the management protocol.  
 

3 Logistics Adequate stock of doxycycline or azithromycin is available in 
the hospitals and MO-s have been made aware of the role of 
these antibiotics.  
 

4 Monitoring At state level, Regular Monitoring of kit utilization and 
providing funds/kit whenever required, for uninterrupted 
testing.  
Weekly report compilation and alert generation is done on an 
SOS basis.  
The State Rapid Response Team monitors the disease situation 
and the measures taken. 



 

 

 

Field Observations: 

1. Entomological survey was conducted on 15.12.2020, 21.12.2020 & 28.12.2020                   

 2. Active search was done, no migration history found.                  

3. Mainly there were mud houses adjoining to paddy fields.                   

4. Thick vegetation found around the reported cases. 

Entomological observation: 

Place of survey No. of house 
surveyed 

Trap positivity Chigger  
Index 

Adult 
(trombiculid mite) 

Saira, Sd. Matangini 22 33.33% 14.5 29 

 

Action Taken: 

1. Rodent capture & collection of mite for entomological study.  

2. Searching the chigger mites using velvet sheet. 

3. Behavioral change communication activity was also done. 

Further strategy & plan: 

 To keep all the units in the laboratory network active throughout the year and to ensure 

regular flow of samples to those labs, so that representative data are generated for all the 

parts of the State. 

 To strengthen the surveillance system in order to capture mortality data of scrub typhus 

from the major hospitals. 

 To arrange a small study to determine the cut-off OD-value for IgM ELISA positivity 

with reference to the local population. [Till now we have been following the cut-off value 

practiced by NIMHANS].  

 To undertake entomological surveys in areas reporting high no. of cases. 

 To emphasize IEC for prevention of scrub typhus. Departments like Women & Child 

Development, School Education etc. need to be involved. 



 

 

 

Stake holder Departments 

In order to address the issues of rodent reduction, water stagnation and public awareness about 

scrub typhus, coordination would be necessary with the following Govt. Departments. 

 Urban Development & Municipal Affairs 

 Panchayat & Rural Development 

 Public Works Department 

 Public Health Engineering 

 Education 

 Women & Child Development 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Health Adaptation Plan for Natural Calamities 

Health Plan for Flood and Cyclone  

 

That the State of West Bengal lies in between the Himalayas and the Bay of Bengal and its 

location falls on the path of the south-west monsoon, make the State particularly prone to floods 

& cyclones. Heavy precipitation during the rainy season coupled with widespread silting in the 

river beds & dams cause frequent floods in this region. Heavy rainfall at the upstream of the 

Gangetic River system and the Damodar also causes spate at the downstream and in the 

subsidiary rivers as well. 

Vulnerability: 

The north Bengal Districts of Jalpaiguri, Alipurduar & Coochbehar that fall in the Dooars region 

are affected by rivers going into spate due to heavy shower in the hills.  The Districts on the 

western side of the State e.g. Bankura, Paschim Bardhaman, Purba Bardhaman, Birbhum etc. are 

affected by heavy rainfall at the upstream of the Damodar Valley. Districts like Malda, 

Murshidabad, Nadia, Purba Bardhaman etc. through which the Ganges/ Hooghly River flows, 

encounters flood when the Hooghly or its tributaries overflow. The coastal Districts of the State 

are vulnerable to breach in the embankment and resultant inundation at the time of high tides. 

The coastal Districts and the second line Districts next to them are moreover vulnerable to 

cyclones originating in the Bay of Bengal. The receding mangrove belt of the Sunderbans (that is 

supposed to protect the coast) adds to the impact at the inland. 

 

Existing system of mitigation: 

(a) Convergence meetings: The flood/cyclone preparedness and mitigation activities are led by 

the Dept. of Disaster Management in the State. However, the Dept. of Health & FW itself 

prepares its own plan of action. Every year a State Level Inter-Departmental Convergence 

Meeting is taken by the Chief Secretary well before the monsoon sets in. Prior to that, 



 

 

usually in the month of May, Health organizes its annual review meeting on flood/cyclone 

preparedness where all the District CMOH-s and the Heads of the concerned Branches are 

invited. 

 

(b) State & District Plans: A basic flood/cyclone preparedness plan is there at the State level 

and also in the vulnerable Districts. The plans are updated and modified with the inputs 

collected in the review meeting (mentioned above). The plans identify the vulnerable areas 

& health facilities and provide a directory of the persons to be contacted for coordinated 

actions. 

 

(c) State guidelines: A module was developed for training of Medical Officers on management 

of disasters. The same document is considered as the state guidelines which cover all the 

common natural calamities with special focus on flood and cyclone. Also, there is a drug 

schedule that serves as a reference for logistics management. It gives the names of medicine 

which are required to mitigate a flood situation and also specifies the estimated quantity that 

would be needed to cater a population of 10,000 for a period of one week. 

 

(d) Preparedness: Since monsoon is the commonest season for flood & cyclone, adequate 

stock of relevant items e.g. ORS, inj. AVS, bleaching powder etc. are procured by the 

District health authorities. In case there are specific zones in the District that are prone to be 

cut off during floods, a reserve stock is placed beforehand at a suitable place within the 

zone. During disasters a serious issue for the health facilities is sustenance of the power 

system. Hence, when there is a forecast of a major cyclone, alternative power back-ups are 

kept ready with particular care for vaccines, blood & blood products.  

 

(e) Control Room:  Whenever a widespread incident of flood or cyclone occurs, a Control 

Room is opened at the State level in consultation with the State Health Authorities. Control 

Rooms are opened also in the concerned Blocks & Districts from where the combat 

activities & logistics management are monitored and coordinated. At the State level an Asst. 

Director of Health Services is in charge of mitigation disasters/ natural calamities. 

 



 

 

(f) Daily reporting: Daily reports, as & when necessary, are generated in aprescribed MS 

Excel based format, transmitted electronically from the affected Districts to the PH & CD 

Branch of the State Health Directorate and then compiled at the State level. The report 

comprises of 5 parts covering (i) the extent of affection & the HR deployed, (ii) incidence of 

certain diseases & accidents/injuries, (iii) disinfection activity, (iv) death details and (v) 

status of logistics. [See format below]. 
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Distribution of cases        
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Disinfection activity performed      
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(g) Inter-sectoral coordination: Health Dept. receives updates from the Dept. of Disaster 

Management in case there is any forecast for a major natural calamity like a cyclone or very 

heavy shower. At the District level exchange of information goes on between the General 

Admin. and Health for alerts and updates on unfolding of events. At the sub-District level 

the Block Medical Officers are advised to keep in touch with the Block Development 

Officer so that the places where health care has to be rendered can be identified and 

necessary transport support (in the unusual situation) can be obtained. 

 

(h) Capacity building: Orientation programmes are held from time to time for hospital 

administrators, peripheral Medical Officers, Health Supervisors and Public Health Nurses, 

often in collaboration with Administrative Training Institute of the State Govt. 

 

(i) Financial support: Adequate fund is placed with the District health authorities before the 

monsoon as a general allotment for Drugs & Consumables. So that there be no dearth of 

logistics necessary for flood preparedness. In case a widespread calamity occurs, additional 

allotment is provided as & when necessary.  

 
 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Close liaison is to be established and maintained with Meteorology 
Department to receive real time warning dissemination for environmental 
and climatic situation in different parameter, so that the adaptation and 
mitigation plan can be taken in advance to prevent the health-related 
impact. 

At the district level, exchange of information has to take place from time 
to time between the General Administration and Health for alerts and 
updates on unfolding of events. At the sub-District level, the Block 
Medical Officers are advised to keep in close touch with the Block 
Development Officer at the time of any natural calamity. 

 
 

Strategies for further action: 

 Thorough updating of the District Plans and the State Master Plan. 

 Fresh mapping of the vulnerable areas with renewed inputs. 

 Structured vulnerability need assessment with technical support from GOI. 

 Mechanism of regular data sharing with Meteorology Dept. (GOI), which may help in 

long term planning (beyond imminent alerts) and may also encourage the generation of 

disease alerts, once the data analysis capacity enhances. 

 Preservation of data on management of disasters at State & District levels. These may be 

important inputs for future planning. 

 Further extension and quality improvement of Disaster Management Training for Health 

Personnel. 

 Generation of public awareness on combating disasters, beyond health education on 

hygiene & sanitation. 

 

Stake holder departments: 

 Dept. of Disaster Management 

 Indian Meteorology Dept. 

 General Administration 

 Dept. of Environment 

 Panchayat & Rural Development 

 UD & MA 

 Dept. of Irrigation & Waterways 



 

 

Health Adaptation Plan for Heat Related Illness 

 

Introduction: 

While some blame the global warming, others find it God's curse. Nevertheless, the Climate 

change and consequently the heatwave is taking its toll across the West Bengal and is set to 

break all records since last few years as reported death cases as on 2015 from 13 to more than 

100 in a particular time. Regional Meteorological department capable enough to provide prior 

intimation regarding weather forecast in present-day high-tech facilities. 

The Himalayas, one of the world’s richest biodiversity zones is warming faster than other parts 

of the globe. In West Bengal, the Sunderbans area has been hit hard by heatwaves in addition to 

Bankura, Birbhum, Purulia district western part. The rise in temperature in the forest region is 

harmful for the flora and the fauna. One may experience rapid climate and associated changes in 

various eco-regions. It will affect wildlife in Sunderbans in South Bengal and Gorumara, 

Chapramari, Neora Valley,Buxa Forest in North Bengal. Much of the recent discussions on 

climate change in the Himalayas have been dominated by the extent of glacial melting. But there 

are other reasons as well specially the factor impacted on “Biodiversity Loss”. 

Heat Waves 

Climate change is leading to an increase in average temperatures and increased possibilities of 

severe heat waves. A Heat Wave is a period of abnormally high temperatures, more than the 

normal maximum temperature that occurs during the summer season. Heat Waves typically 

occur between March and June, and in some rare cases even extend till July. The extreme 

temperatures and resultant atmospheric conditions adversely affect people living in these regions 

as they cause physiological stress, heat stroke, sometimes resulting in death. 

The Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) has given the following criteria for Heat Waves: 

 Heat Wave need not be considered till maximum temperature of a station reaches at least 

40°C for Plains and at least 30°C for Hilly regions 



 

 

 When normal maximum temperature of a station is less than or equal to 40°C: Heat Wave 

Departure from normal is 5°C to 6°C; Severe Heat Wave Departure from normal is 7°C 

or more 

 When normal maximum temperature of a station is more than 40°C: Heat Wave 

Departure from normal is 4°C to 5°C; Severe Heat Wave Departure from normal is 6°C 

or more 

 When actual maximum temperature remains 45°C or more irrespective of normal 

maximum temperature, heat waves should be declared. 

Health Impacts of Heat Waves: 

Heat stress can make working conditions unfavorable and increase the risk of cardiovascular, 

respiratory and renal diseases and heat related illnesses. With 1.5°C warming, 350 million more 

people could be exposed to deadly heat stress by 2050. 

The health impacts of Heat Waves typically involve dehydration, heat cramps, heat exhaustion 

and/or heat stroke. The signs and symptoms are as follows: 

 Heat Cramps: Edema (swelling) and Syncope (Fainting) generally accompanied by fever 

below 39°C i.e.102°F. 

 Heat Exhaustion: Fatigue, weakness, dizziness, headache, nausea, vomiting, muscle 

cramps and sweating. 

 Heat Stroke: Body temperatures of 40°C i.e. 104°F or more along with delirium, seizures 

or coma. This is a potential fatal condition. 

 

Pathophysiology of Heat/ Extreme temperature impact: 

The effects of heatwaves on human health are generally worse in urban areas, due to the "Heat 

Island" effect. The heat island effect is, when urban areas experience much higher temperatures 

than that of surrounding rural environments. This is caused by the extensive areas of treeless 

asphalt, along with many large heat-retaining buildings that physically block cooling breeze. [1] 



 

 

The human response to heat stress can be hyperthermia, heat stroke and other harmful 

effects. Heat illness can relate to many of the organs and systems including: brain, heart, 

kidneys, liver, etc. [2] Heat waves have also resulted in epidemics of chronic kidney 

disease (CKD). Studies have shown that prolonged heat exposure, physical exertion, and 

dehydration are sufficient factors to developing CKD. [3] These cases are occurring across the 

world congruently with heat stress nephropathy. 

A 2015 report revealed that the risk of dying from chronic lung disease during a heat wave was 

1.8-8.2% higher compared to average summer temperatures. Bodily stress from heat also causes 

fluid loss, which disrupts pulmonary perfusion. In combination with higher pollutant 

concentrations, this leads to bronchial inflammation. A 2016 study found in people with 

moderate to severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), increased indoor 

temperatures resulted in worsening breathlessness, cough, and sputum production. A 2009 study, 

conducted in New York, found a 7.6% increase in hospitalization rate for COPD patients for 

every 1 °C increase in temperatures above 29 °C.[1] 

The human body requires evaporative cooling to prevent overheating, even with a low activity 

level. With excessive ambient heat and humidity during heatwaves, adequate evaporative cooling 

might be compromised. Even under ideal situation, sustained exposure to a wet-bulb 

temperature exceeding about 35 °C (95 °F) is fatal. As of 2020, only two weather stations had 

recorded 35 °C wet-bulb temperatures, and only very briefly, but the frequency and duration of 

these events is expected to rise with ongoing climate change. [4,5,6] Elderly populations and 

those with co-morbidities are at a significantly increased health risk from increased heat. [1] 

Vulnerability and problem statement in this state 

The Districts in the western part of the State are usually very hot in the summer months. These 

Districts are – Purulia, Birbhum, Bankura, Paschim Bardhaman, Jhargram and Paschim 

Medinipur. A large area of this zone is characterized by laterite soil and is in continuity with the 

plateau of Jharkhand. Hence these Districts are vulnerable to heat waves during the summer, 

when the ambient temperature may shoot up to 45-47◦ C at times. The summer season usually 

sets in this zone in the month of April and continues till June until the monsoon comes to pacify 

the scorching heat. A significant proportion of the land surface is forest area, but the reducing 



 

 

forest cover adds to the heat swing during the summer. Scarcity of natural water resources, 

dysrhythmic biodiversity has enormous affect in addition. In respect to India, West Bengal stand 

as below; 

 

 

 

 

 

Why are Kolkata’s temperatures rising? – The “Urban Heat Island Effect” in addition to 

greenhouse gases 

 

Warming by “greenhouse gases” is a global phenomenon and, to that extent, contributes to the 

city’s rising temperature. Yet, there is a second major reason afflicting cities worldwide called 

the “urban heat island effect”. The heat island effect can cause temperatures in urban areas to be 



 

 

several degrees higher than the countryside due to high population densities, heat from vehicular 

exhaust and the use of ACs, dark roads made up of asphalt that absorb solar radiation, tall 

buildings that block wind flow and the lack of sufficient open green spaces. [7]  

Recent research led by Tom Matthews published in the journal PNAS (Proceedings of National 

Academy of Science of USA) found that humid heat waves of a devastating intensity of those in 

2015 may strike Kolkata on an annual basis for a global average temperature rise of “as little as” 

1.5 0C. These temperatures will be met in about 20 years at the current rate of warming. [8] 

 

Target populations /group of people: 

Urban and highly dense or overcrowded Community, people living in the dry /drought prone 

area of districts. 

Occupational vulnerable group- Mine worker, laborer, Field worker, Traffic police, street 

children etc. 

Extreme aged group with co morbidities. 

 

Morbidity & Mortality in West Bengal 

No. of cases of heat related illnesses reported from the Health Facilities/Districts is not very 

high. However, incidences & occasional fatalities are there. As for example, 57 cases and one 

death (Purulia) were reported from nine Districts in 2016. One death was reported also from 

Paschim Medinipur in 2015. Still if timely intervention or preparedness not taken today the death 

toll or vulnerability may increase which can jeopardize our environment balance en masse 

causing larger loss event in near future. 

Actions taken till date 

In accordance with the memo no. 596(11) –DMCD-11017(99)/61/2018 dated 28.03.18 of the 

Department of Disaster Management & Civil Defense, Government of West Bengal read with 

the letter from Director, NCDC, E. File No. 3146468/MOHFW dated 15.03.2018, measures are 



 

 

taken every year in the vulnerable Districts in order to minimize the morbidity/mortality due to 

heat exposure/stress.  

(a) Guidelines on Prevention and Management of Heat Related Illnesses issued by the MoHFW 

are shared with all concerned. Soft copy is made available also in the departmental website 

(www.wbhealth.gov.in). 

(b) An abridged version of case management guideline has also been prepared, which is 

circulated, along with the case definitions, for the Medical Officers at all levels. 

(c) A “Do-s and Don’t-s” that has been formulated in Bengali is sent to all the CMOH-s for 

circulation through the public health machinery for public awareness generation. 

(d) Design of an IEC material has also been kept ready in the form of a leaflet (copy attached). 



 

 

 

 

  (e) At the onset of summer, the District Health Administration of the vulnerable Districts is 

alerted so that they maintain adequate stock of ORS & IV fluids in Sub-centres, Health Centres& 

Hospitals. 



 

 

(f) Advisory is sent to the bedded health facilities in the vulnerable Districts for adoption of heat 

focused examination procedures including arrangement for cool corners and cold drinking water. 

(g) General Administration and ULBs are requested for the following: 

• Large scale setting up of drinking water kiosks at common places. 

• Re-scheduling of school timing to avoid peak heat during mid-day. 

• Setting up of special shelters for MGNREGA workers and re-scheduling of their 

   working hours. 

• Wide publicity on Do-s & Don’t-s and forecast of heat wave (if any). 

 

Daily reporting 

During the peak summer months, a daily report is collected from different Health Facilities of the 

vulnerable Districts about cases & deaths (if any) of heat related illnesses in specific format. The 

existing format will be partially modified in tune with the reporting structure suggested by 

NCDC, including ‘nil’ reporting as the case may be. 

Summary of management of Heat Related Illnesses 

A. Onsite management. 

      The principles of onsite management are as follows. 

• Removing the patient immediately to a cool shady place with enough ventilation. 

• Making the patient lie down. Elevating the legs with support in case of heat cramps or 

exertion associate collapse. 

• Assessing the body temperature. 

• Removing excess clothing; drenching skin with cool water and fanning. 

• Encouraging cold fluid intake - preferably with salt & sugar, if the patient is conscious. 



 

 

• Transferring the patient to a suitable health facility. 

B. Management at health care facility. 

• Placing the patient in a cool &well-ventilated place (preferably AC room). 

• Checking of airway, breathing & pulse if patient is unconscious. 

• Recording of body temperature. 

• Lowering of body temperature. Goal would be to rapidly reduce the core temperature to 

about 39◦ C but avoiding overshooting. 

(i) External cooling by   Immersion cooling, or Evaporative cooling. 

(ii) Internal cooling. 

 Intravenous rehydration: Staring with I.V. normal saline. 

 Medication: Antipyretics (but not effective in heat stroke),   

anticonvulsant, correction of hypoglycaemia (common in heat stroke) 

and others as & when necessary. 

 Emergency life support  

 Oxygen - Ventilation may be necessary. Avoid suxamethonium during 

intubation. 

 Circulatory support 

Differential diagnosis. 

As example, exclusion of metabolic, cardiovascular & neurological causes of 

syncope in case of heat syncope/ ECG, serum sodium estimation etc. to exclude 

other causes in exertion associated collapse. 

Monitoring and management of complications. 

In heat stroke, temperature should be assessed with rectal or esophageal 

thermometer. 



 

 

NB: For details of classification and management protocol of Heat Related Illnesses, 

please refer to the “Guidelines on Prevention and Management of Heat Related 

Illnesses, 2015” issued by Emergency Medical Relief, Ministry of Health & FW, GOI 

(available in IDSP Section of www.wbhealth.gov.in) 

 

Further strategy & plan: 

Protecting health from climate change 

Promotion of renewable energy by Indian government is a strong commitment towards climate 

change. Awareness generation needs to focus the lot we can do in our daily life like use of 

climate friendly transportation, save energy, go solar, harvest rain water, reduce waste and 

promote urban green spaces. 

Positive co-benefits 

IEC should highlight that steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions can have more immediate 

positive health effects, such as biking or walking (as alternatives to using private vehicles) not 

only reduces carbon dioxide emissions and air pollution but also helps prevent diseases like 

diabetes, heart disease and cancer. 

 

Preparation at Different levels: 

1. At the level of Individual and House hold 

 

a) Training and orientation of the frontline/health worker (ASHA/ICDS) 

b) Assessment of target group of people by household survey  

c) Timely intervention by higher authority/administrative authority regarding 

awareness generation, environmental modification by minimal intervention at 

their accessible limit. 

d) Active involvement of PRI (Panchayati Raj Institute) members and trained public 

representative for action taking and cooperation. 

 



 

 

2. At the level of small-scale establishment 

a) Identification of high-risk target population/group/establishment/zone to intervene 

strategies 

b) Awareness/environment friendly construction planning, shading, tree plantation, 

water reservoir, climate friendly roof and construction 

c) Emergency service regarding heat wave impact related health problems 

d) Reporting cell and rapid response team with well communication networking with 

higher level and referral 

e) White painting of roof of buildings to reduce heat absorption. For hospitals, this 

measure may be incorporated in Green Health Facility schemes. 

 

3. At the Community/District level 

In addition to item no 1 & 2, 

a) A response or supporting team at community health/block level to be established 

for timely back up of lower tier services 

b) Training centre, database, reporting portal establishment and financial back up to 

provide essential services 

c) Intersectoral coordination:  Establishing and identify roles and responsibilities of 

operational district level bodies relevant to climate change and their constitution, 

such as Distt. Disaster Management Authority, Disease Surveillance Programmes, 

Distt. Health Information System, district unit of Departments of Meteorology, 

Pollution Control Board, Water and Sanitation, Public Works Departments and 

civil societies etc. 

d) Involvement of Private agencies by PPP model or NGOs/NPOs. 

 

 

4. At Higher Tier/ State level 

 

a) Advocacy of the State level task force members along with training of the trainer 

to be completed immediately. Capacity Building by training cum orientation 

workshop for health care professionals towards managing Heat-Related Illnesses. 



 

 

The training aimed towards orienting healthcare professionals on Heat Stress 

Action Plan, enhancing their capacities for proper and inclusive management of 

heat-related illnesses and health impacts. 

 

b) A State Research Wingcum Training Cell to be established, preferably in a 

well-developed Medical College for: 

i. Time to time research and analysis in collaboration with Dept of 

Meteorology, IT sector and state epidemiology cell for observational and 

operational studies. 

ii. Training in frequent intervals with provision of both offline and online 

mode. 

iii. Supervision and monitoring of strategies implemented. 

 

c) Strengthening of HMIS in the existing reporting portal. 

d) Periodic meetings with other departments for review of planning, policy making 

and modification. 

e) Financial implementation/budgeting in both recurring and non-recurring 

expenditure under separate HOA along with untied fund facilities to combat 

emergency situation. 

 

5. At Inter sectoral and Stake holder level 

 

a. Encouragement for more contribution under CSR scheme focusing on 

environmental domain category. 

b. Volunteering scheme from NGOs/NPOs to be encouraged to face or mitigate 

crisis situation 

c. Urban development Corporation, ULB, all the Development authorities including 

HIDCO to be involved in environment/climate friendly Planning of city and town 

ship  



 

 

d. Mass media including Doordarshan, Pvt news media, local TV channels, re- 

vamping of Gyan darshan channel to be actively involve for mass education 

e. Organizing Essay, Seat and draw, extempore competition along with 

Remuneration and/or Grant for individual and small scale start up establishment 

on behalf of society /community to integrate public awareness at each and every 

corner of the society. 

 

6. At all levels: 

 Reorientation of Hospital Superintendents, BMOH, Medical Officers, Nursing 

Personnel and other supportive non-medical administrators. 

 Key leadership and commitment at local government set up. 

 Stock taking of heat focused examination procedures including arrangement for 

cool corners and cold drinking water in the hospitals (in vulnerable Districts) and 

consolidation of the action taken in this regard. 

 Exchange of heat wave alerts from Meteorology Dept. and percolation to District 

&Block levels. 

 Further extension of awareness among the public as well as Depts. related with 

engagement of physical workers/labour. 

 Focus on doable action at local/City level 

 Good prediction system for weather forecasting for 7 days in advance to mobilize 

the affected population at rescue centre as well as to prepare to combat the 

situation as per given training. 

 Capacity building at the community level, through awareness campaigns and 

outreach programmes. Communicating risks associated with heat stress and its 

impact on health, livelihood and productivity and ways to mitigate the same. 

  Initiating research on micro-climate and corroborating the need to monitor 

temperatures in urban areas. Policy level intervention to retrieve natural eco-

systems and natural shelters. 

 Improvising the urban landscapes through vertical greenery, roof gardens can 

prove to be good alternate methods to bring down the temperature of the built 

environment.  



 

 

 Greening infrastructure can be an effective method to cope with heat stress. Urban 

forests have found to be effective for city heat mitigation.  

 A combination of shading, reduced heat build-up in materials, humidity and wind 

management can provide heat refuge at street levels. 

 Initiating Early warning systems, advisories and alerts against extreme heat for 

the communities and Urban Local Bodies.  

 Building communication networks through Local bodies, Health officers, Health 

care centers, hospitals, communities and media. 

 Encourage investing in water bodies, fountains in areas of mass presence and 

promote greeneries in urban areas along with improving green transport and 

energy systems. 

 

Mitigation during and post event: 

The Action Plan divides responsibilities into pre-, during- and post-event categories.Detailed 

preparation for a heatwave (pre-event responsibilities) are mentioned above. 

 

Steps to be taken to reduce heat stress during a heatwave (during-event responsibilities) and 

measures to incorporate lessons learned and fill gaps found in the management of heat stress 

(post-event responsibilities) are as following; 

 

During the Heat Season (April to June) High alert, continuous monitoring of the situation, 

coordination with all the department’s agencies concerned on one hand and general 

public & media. 

 

Post -Heat Season (July to October) main attention on evaluation and updating of the plan. It is 

important at the end of the summer to evaluate whether the heat-health action plan has worked. 

Continuous rectification of the plan is a necessity. Global climate change is projected to further 

increase the frequency, intensity and duration of heat-waves and attributable deaths. Public 

health preventive measures need to take into consideration the additional threat from climate 

change and be adjusted over time. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mitigation measures 

 

 Keeping gardens, cooling shelters and other possible cooling centers open with 

availability of drinking water. 

 Availability of water and sheds at open construction sites. 

 Distribution of gunny bags for putting on the tin roofs/asbestos in slums.(Trial in Rajkot 

is going on). 

 Provision of water points (Jalsatra) and ORS at construction sites, bus stands and other 

public places during processions and political and other rallies and processions during 

summer. 

 Distribution of cool roof jackets to on-duty traffic police personnel. 

 Water tanker campaign- Tankers to be made available on call in slums during alert days. 

 Early warning communication- SMS and WhatsApp messages for early warning to 

citizens, NGOs, Citizen welfare groups, construction contractors. 

 Public address through mikes a day before and early on the forecasted day.Press Releases 

and campaigns on radio, TV and websites. 

 Medical camps at hotspots. 

 Monitoring and Analysis- Recording ward wise heatstroke cases, proper cause of death 

and monitoring daily mortality as well as daily hospital admission due to all causes and 

due to heat-related causes. 

Heat wave alerts are issued from time to time by IMD. Dissemination of such 
alerts to the district level will be a valuable input for the DNO-CC.  

On one hand, he will be able to alert the emergency health service to gear up 
for tackling heat related illness cases.  

On the other hand, he may further disseminate the message to alert the 
public. This can be done through the Genl. Administration, PRI, existing 
public address systems and different WhatsApp groups.  



 

 

 Identifying locations for building shelters and shades in urban areas. Shelter locations for 

the urban poor and slum dwellers must be identified and constructed. 

 Incorporation and documentation of indigenous knowledge to develop protective 

measures at the regional and community level for sensitization and awareness generation. 

Local culture and physical exposure of population need to be improvised to reduce the 

impact of heat stress on health and physical wellbeing. 

 

Stake holder Departments to be involved: 

 Panchayat & Rural Development 

 School Health Education-secondary as well higher secondary. 

 Information & Cultural Affairs 

 Meteorology Dept. (GOI) 

 Public Works Dept. 

 Railways and transport. 

 State run Development authority. 

 HIDCO etc. 

 Disaster and Civil Defense Department  
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Air pollution and Acute Respiratory Illness 
 

Air Pollution 
 

Air pollution has been recognized as the world’s largest single environmental health risk. The 
Global Burden of Disease 2010 (GBD) ranked air pollution as a leading cause of death and 
disability in India. 

According to the World Health Organization’s (WHO) Ambient Air Pollution database, 13 of the 
top 20 cities in the world with the highest annual levels of PM2.5 are now in India, with Delhi 
featuring at the top of the list. With relatively-weak policies to manage industrial, transport and 
other emissions, and increasing economic activity and industrialization across the country, the 
situation is likely to get worse.  

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MOHFW), Government of India, constituted an 
interagency steering committee on air pollution and health in January 2014 with the stated aims 
of:  

1. Collating and critically appraising evidence available both at Indian and global levels linking 
air pollution exposure to adverse health effects, and 

 2. Providing recommendations for policy and programmatic responses across sectors which can 
both enable mitigation of exposure and adaptation for harm reduction. 

Recommendation:  

Addressing this problem will require a multi-sectoral approach, driven by environment and 
health data, science, and evidence. The formulation, strengthening and implementation of 
policies and programs that are needed to tackle this major risk factor of Air pollution. 

1. Source-wise actions to reduce exposure: 

a. Household air pollution: integration with GOI Project to supply cooking gas to BPL 
families at a subsidized rate. 

 making clean sources available (i.e., electric cooking or gas (natural, bio or 
liquefied petroleum), or 

 making ubiquitously available sources (i.e., biomass) clean 

b. Vehicular pollution: recommend an “avoid-shift-improve” framework involving local 
traffic police and pollution control department. 

c. Trash burning: Controlling trash burning will require strict enforcement of existing 
legislation banning the practice (local police and community leader, PRI) 



 

 

d. Brick kilns and other local industries: developing and implementing emissions 
standards that are in line with the technology standards, enforcing bans on inefficient 
kilns by local authorities and promoting alternative building material and bricks. 

e. Large sources (such as industries and power plants): Industry and power plants will 
also need a siting policy to ensure these are not located close to densely populated 
habitats. Regular monitoring by the respective authority. 

2. Special Role of Department of Health and Family Welfare: 

MoHFW has recognized that air pollution exposure (household and ambient) is 
responsible for a large proportion of the ill-health in India the corrective steps were taken 
as- 

 Better integration of air pollution and public health policies- Air Act (1986) 

 Integrate care pathways into existing national frameworks or programmes- RSBY 

 Strengthen policy-making capabilities in the area of air pollution and health-
establishment of a standing expert group 

Role of other Departments and Agencies 

 Dept. of Agriculture - Policy in place to promote multiple uses of crop residues and 
prevent their on-farm burning 

 Finance Dept. - Analysis of the economic and financial implications of the health and 
other impacts of air pollution 

 Labor Dept. - 
 Ensure regular health check- ups for early screening of NCD related risk factors 

among workers 
 Frame guidelines for health promoting workplaces, especially guidelines on indoor 

air quality and conduct workshops at different workplaces 
 Strengthen the capacity of ESI Hospitals to cater to the growing burden of 

respiratory diseases and NCDs 
 Exploring feasible options for RSBY to include OPD services for respiratory 

diseases, COPD, NCDs, etc. 
 placing the workplace in sites that are accessible through public transportation (ex. 

Metro) or non-motorised transport 

 Human Resource Development- 
 Regular screening of school children for early detection diseases, which can be 

attributed to the existing air pollution 
 Inclusion of harmful health effects of environmental pollution (AAP and HAP) in 

the school curriculum, including current policies and mitigation practices that are 
designed to reduce air pollution 

 Improving indoor air quality of educational institutions nationwide 



 

 

 Dept. of Women and Child Development-Advocate through Self Help Groups and 
Mahila Mandals for protection of women and children from significant exposure to smoke 
from biomass while inside the house. Awareness raising can be done to improve household 
ventilation to reduce smoke inhalation from lighting (ex. kerosene) or cooking fuels. 

 Environment Dept. and Pollution Control Board – Sharing of data on Air Quality 
from time to time. 

 Public Works Dept. 

 Transport Dept. – They may engage in law enforcement and advocacy on citizens’ role. 

 Police – Especially Traffic Police may take the role of a positive change agent. 

 Dept. of Education – Behavioral change initiatives among school & college students.  
 

 
Health Adaptation Plan for ARI 

 

ARI—Acute Respiratory Illness includes diseases like Bronchial illness Acute on chronic 

bronchitis or COPD, Pneumonia etc. 

A serious contributor to ill-health of people causing or exacerbating respiratory disease and 

cardiovascular illness in almost all age groups is identified as Air pollution. 

 

Air Quality Concern 

Air quality is a definite concern in the City of Kolkata and in Howrah, the twin city of Kolkata. 

Kolkata was included in the list of 102 Indian cities covered under National Clean Air 

Programme (NCAP). Later 20 more cities have been taken under the fold of NCAP, where 6 

more towns of the West Bengal have been included. These are – Asansol, Howrah, Barrackpore, 

Haldia, Raniganj & Durgapur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table: AQI levels, Health effects and Certain Protective Health Measures 

Air Quality Index (AQI)# 

(Pollution level) 

 

Possible Health 
Consequences 

Advice for 

General Population Vulnerable Population* 

Good 
 
(0-50) 

Low 
risk 

No special precautions No special 
 

precautions 

Satisfactory (51-100) Minor breathing 

discomfort in vulnerable 

population* 

No special precautions Do less prolonged 
 
or strenuous outdoor physical 

exertion 

Moderate (101-200) Breathing or other health related 

discomfort in vulnerable 

population* 

Do less prolonged or 

strenuous outdoor 

physical exertion 

Avoid prolonged or strenuous 

outdoor physical exertion 

Poor 
 
(201-300) 

Breathing discomfort in healthy 

people on prolonged exposure 

Breathing or other health 

related discomfort in 

vulnerable population*on 

short exposure 

Avoid outdoor physical 

exertion 

Avoid outdoor physical 

activities 

Very Poor (301-400) Respiratory illness in healthy 

people on prolonged exposure 

Pronounced respiratory or other 

illnesses in vulnerable 

population* on short exposure 

Avoid outdoor physical 

activities, especially 

during morning and late 

evening hours 

Remain indoors and keep 

activity levels low 

Severe (401- 500) Respiratory illness in healthy 

people on prolonged exposure 

Serious respiratory or other 

illnesses in vulnerable 

population* on short exposure 

Avoid outdoor physical 

activities 

Remain indoors and keep activity 

levels low 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Surveillance for ARI 

In order to monitor the impact of air quality on respiratory health, surveillance of ARI i.e. acute 

respiratory illnesses is to be conducted in major hospitals of cities where air quality is known to 

be at stake. Initially Kolkata and Howrah have been chosen as the cities for surveillance. Later 

two more NCAP Cities (viz.- Barrackpore & Asansol) and one (1) non-NCAP City (Hooghly) 

have been brought under purview. So, presently six (6) hospitals named below are participating 

in the ARI Surveillance. 

 

Sl. No. City Category Sentinel Hospital 

1 Kolkata NCAP City NRS Medical College & Hospital 

2 MR Bangur Hospital 

3 Howrah NCAP City Howrah District Hospital 

4 Barrackpore NCAP City Dr. BN Bose Sub-Divisional Hospital 

5 Chinsurah Non-NCAP City Imambara District Hospital 

6 Asansol NCAP City Asansol District Hospital 

7 Haldia NCAP City Haldia SDH 

8 Durgapur NCAP City Durgapur SDH 

9 Raniganj NCAP City Ballavpur Rural Hospital 

 

 

Data on ARI are being captured daily in the Emergency Dept/ER and Medical Wards of the 

above-mentioned hospitals, being compiled and reported at the end of the month for correlation 

of the disease data with Air Quality Index. 

Data on ARI are being recorded in the Emergency Dept./ER in Format A (Register for ER) on 

daily basis. The Register is maintained by the Sr. OD or some other senior Medical Officers on 

duty in the Emergency Dept/ ER. Every Faculty/ MO/ SR/ PGT/ House-Staff/ Intern who works 

in the ED/ER, record the data in the above format during the shift s/he worked for. 

 

The MSVP/Superintendent of the Hospital have already identified a DEO/ Asst. Superintendent/ 

other suitable Staff who collects the daily data alongside daily total attendance in the E.R and 

note it in his/her record.  



 

 

Data are recorded in the Medical Wards in Format B (Register for IPD) similarly on daily basis. 

A Register is maintained by the Sister-in-Charge in all the Wards of Medicine Dept, Paediatric. 

Medicine and CCU/ITU/RCU. The data are being collected during the night census. The data 

person also collects date-wise data from each of the Wards & Special Units at the end of each 

month. 

The daily data collected by the data person from the ER and the Wards/Special Units are collated 

by him in his compilation format (Format C) and then generate a monthly report in Format D. 

The MSVP/ Superintendent send the Monthly Report to PH & CD Branch of the Directorate.  

 

 

Actions taken 

 

Capacity building: Training programme has been planned for concerned District & Subdivision 

Level Officers of Health and the Block Medical Officers & other Medical Officers at the 

periphery. The programme will be rolled out in two stages in on-line mode for the time being – 

firstly a State level TOT, followed by District level sessions. Following district level , training 

will be percolated down to sub-block level wherein RBSK MOs, ASHA and ANM workers will 

be prepared to disseminate information to at community health centers. 

Since poor air quality has a pronounced impact on the health of pregnant women & children, not 

only the P.H. programme Officers but also Officers associated with maternal & child health (e.g. 

DMCHO, DPHNO etc) will be involved in the training programme. State & District Level 

Officers associated with urban health will also be requested to participate, so that the training 

may be percolated to urban health functionaries at a later stage. 

 

Identification of Nodal Officer: The District Leprosy Officer or Asst. CMOH (Sadar) who has 

been identified as the District Nodal Officer for NPCCHH will look after air quality related 

activities. The Dy. CMOH-II has been identified as the Public Health Liaison Officer at the 

District Level. 

 

Surveillance: Already started in Nine (9) major hospitals of West Bengal as detailed above. 

 



 

 

Infrastructure development: A proportion of the ARI patients are likely to develop severe 

forms in both paediatric as well as adult age groups. In the last several years, the State Health 

system has been strengthened in a big way to take care of critical cases. Large no. of CCU-

s/HDU-s and also a significant no. of PICU-s have been set up across the State. No. of beds have 

been increased in many of the pre-existing CCU-s. A portal is maintained to monitor the no. & 

type of cases managed in the CCU/HDU-s and the over-all performance of the units. 

 

The existing strength of CCU/HDU beds may be seen in the table below. These units are a great 

support in serving the load of severe ARI cases and are now equipped with surge capacity as 

well. 

 
Health Advisory – Health advisory on Air Pollution for State has been formulated and shared 
with all the districts. It will be updated and revised from time to time as and when needed. 

 
 
 
 
Five Years Comparison ARI & Pneumonia 

Year Disease Case Death Disease Case Death 
2016    ARI 3419564 601 Pneumonia  60737               417 
2017    ARI 3840955 462 Pneumonia 103210 477 
2018    ARI 4226159 689 Pneumonia 268070 626 
2019    ARI 4387414 979 pneumonia 133388 831 
2020   ARI 2785759 653 pneumonia 68564 561 
       
 
 
NAME OF DISTRICT, HOSPITAL & NO. OF BED FUNCTIONING FOR 
CCU 
   

District Name                       Hospital Name 
No Of Bed 
functioning 

1.Alipurduar ALIPURDUAR DH 12 
2.Bankura BANKURA MCH 17 
3.Bankura BARJORA SSH 10 
4.Bankura CHATNA SSH 8 
5Bankura KHATRA SDH 6 
6.Bankura ONDA SSH 7 



 

 

7.Basirhat HD BASIRHAT DH 12 
8.Birbhum BOLPUR SDH 6 
9.Birbhum SURI DH 12 
10.Bishnupur HD BISHNUPUR DH 12 
11.Coochbehar COOCHBEHAR GOVERNMENT MCH 12 
12Coochbehar DINHATA SDH 6 
13.Coochbehar MATHABHANGA SDH 6 
14.Dakhsin Dinajpur BALURGHAT DH 10 
15.Dakhsin Dinajpur GANGARAMPUR SDH 6 
16.Darjeeling GTA DERJILING DH 12 
17.Darjeeling GTA KURSEONG SDH 6 
18.Darjeeling GTA NORTH BENGAL MCH 10 
19.Darjeeling GTA SILIGURI DH 12 

20.Diamond Harbour HD DIAMONDHURBOUR GOVERNMENT MCH 12 
21.Diamond Harbour HD KAKDWIP SDH 6 

22.Hooghly ARAMBAGH SDH 8 
23.Hooghly HOOGHLY DH 12 
24.Hooghly SERAMPORE SDH 10 
25.Howrah AMTA RH 9 
26.Howrah HOWRAH DH 12 
27.Howrah ULUBERIA SDH 12 
28.Jalpaiguri FALAKATA SSH 12 
29.Jalpaiguri JALPAIGURI DH 12 
30.Jalpaiguri JALPAIGURI SSH 10 
31.Jhargram HD GOPIBALLAVPUR SSH 8 
32.Jhargram HD JHARGRAM DH 12 
33.Jhargram HD NAYAGRAM SSH 10 
34.Kalimpong KALIMPONG DH 6 
35.Kolkata CALCUTTA NATIONAL MCH 18 
36.Kolkata ID & BG HOSPITAL 10 
37.Kolkata MEDICAL COLLEGE KOLKATA 21 
38.Kolkata NRS MCH 15 
39.Kolkata RG KAR MCH 10 
40.Kolkata SCHOOL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE 9 
41.Kolkata SSKM 34 
42.Malda CHANCHAL SDH 6 
43.Malda MALDA MCH 11 
44.Murshidabad JANGIPUR SDH 6 
45.Murshidabad KANDI SDH 6 



 

 

46.Murshidabad MURSHIDABAD MCH 20 
47.Nadia COM & JNM, KALYANI 10 
48.Nadia KARIMPUR RH 6 
49.Nadia KRISHNANAGAR DH 12 
50.Nadia RANAGHAT SDH 6 
51.Nadia TEHATTA SDH 6 
52.Nandigram HD CONTAI SDH 6 
53.Nandigram HD DIGHA SGH 4 
54.Nandigram HD NANDIGRAM DH 10 
55.North 24 Parganas BARASAT DH 12 
56.North 24 Parganas BONGAON SDH 6 
57.North 24 Parganas SAGAR DUTTA MCH 12 
58.Paschim Bardhaman ASANSOL DH 12 
59.Paschim Bardhaman DURGAPUR SDH 12 
60.Paschim Midnapore GHATAL SDH 6 
61.Paschim Midnapore MEDINIPUR MCH 20 
62.Purba Bardhaman BURDWAN MCH 12 
63.Purba Bardhaman KALNA SDH 10 
64.Purba Bardhaman KATWA SDH 6 
65.Purba Midnapore EGRA SDH 6 
66.Purba Midnapore HALDIA SDH 6 
67.Purba Midnapore PANSKURA SSH 10 
68.Purba Midnapore TAMLUK DH 12 
69.Purulia PURULIA GOVERNMENT MCH 11 
70.Purulia RAGHUNATHPUR SDH 6 
71.Rampurhat HD RAMPURHAT GOVERNMENT MCH 11 
72.South 24 Parganas BAGHAJATIN SGH 6 
73.South 24 Parganas BARUIPUR SDH 6 
74.South 24 Parganas CANNING SDH 12 
75.South 24 Parganas MR BANGUR DH 98 
76.South 24 Parganas VIDYASAGAR SGH 12 
77.Uttar Dinajpur ISLAMPUR SDH 6 
78.Uttar Dinajpur RAIGANJ GOVERNMENT MCH 18 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

IEC: In 2020,2021 and 2022, “Clean Air for Blue Skies” Week was observed in all the Districts 

of the State. IEC materials were developed in Bengali for this purpose (pictures given below). 

The following messages were emphasized in the materials. 

o Avoid smoking. 

o Minimize the use of fuelled vehicles. 

o Walk or use bicycles. 

o Plant trees. 

o Avoid burning of waste or dry leaves. 

o Increase usage of renewable sources of energy e.g. Solar power 

o Minimize usage of plastic bags- consider carrying cloth bags while shopping 

o Minimize usage of Air conditioning / design well ventilated buildings  

 

 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

           Modes of IEC dissemination in the State:  

 1000 Folk programmes (facilitated by magic shows and folk music) have been planned 

and are currently ongoing throughout the length and breadth of the state. 

 At Least one Village Health and Nutrition Day session conducted at the sub-center level 

will be focus on air quality and air pollution and its ill effects. 

 Urban ASHA and FTS are being trained and sensitized on the deleterious effects of air 

pollution so that they in turn can sensitize the general public 

 Dissemination of information focusing on air quality and pollution through wall writing 

in all districts of the state. 

 

Further strategy & plan 

 Sensitization of peripheral health care workers e.g. ANMs, ASHA etc. 

 Sensitization of Panchayat functionaries. 

 Organization of public awareness session at village level – in tandem with Village Health 

& Nutrition Days. 

 Awareness generation programmes in High Schools – involving the RBSK & School 

Health HR for roll-out of this initiative. 

 Standard materials for capacity building – Concise materials will be developed in English 

& Bengali for capacity building of Medical Officers & Health Care Workers. 

 Hospital based surveillance on ARI will be extended to cities under national Clean Air 

Programme (apart from Kolkata & Howrah). 

 Correlation of ARI surveillance data with Air Quality Index data as will be obtained from 

Pollution Control Board. 

 Greening of Health Facilities – initiation will be done with a few District or Subdivision 

Level Hospitals. 

 IEC activities will be extended further with the help of other related Govt. Departments. 

 Replacement of traditional lighting with LED lights in major health facilities throughout 

the state, in a phased manner. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Stake holder Departments/Organizations 

 Family Welfare Branch of H & FW Dept. 

 Urban Development & Municipal Affairs 

 Panchayat & Rural Development 

 Department of Environment 

 Pollution Control Board 

 Transport Dept. 

 Home Dept. (Police) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alerts on AQI data, as shared by PCB/IMD from time to time, will be 
communicated to the concerned districts so that they may put the 

treating hospitals on alert. 



 

 

 

 

 

Health Adaptation Plan for Water Borne Diseases 

Acute Diarrhoeal Diseases 

 

Introduction: 

 Climate sensitive diseases are on the rise due to Global warming and other extreme weather 

related conditions through direct or indirect effects. Childhood diarrhoeal diseases continue to be 

a major killer among under-five children in many states, contributing to 10% of under five deaths 

in the country. Around 1.2 lakhs children die due to diarrhoea annually in the country. Diarrhoeal 

deaths are usually clustered in summer and monsoon months and the worst affected are children 

from poor socio-economic situations. 

 

Diarrhoea is considered when the stools have changed from usual pattern and are many and 

watery (more water than faecal matter). Almost all the deaths due to diarrhoea can be averted by 

preventing and treating dehydration by the use of ORS (Oral Rehydration Solution) and 

administration of Zinc tablets along with adequate nutritional intake by the child during 

diarrhoea. Increase of diarrhoeal diseases are linked to ambient temperature as well as 

contamination of groundwater-fed water supplies after rainfall events, therefore it is important to 

estimate whether future projections of climate change will induce the increase of cases of this 

disease. 

Climate Change affects deprived and vulnerable communities most, which implies that 

effectively designed policies that mitigate these risks may also reduce the increasing 

vulnerability and widening inequalities that they cause and deepen. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

District wise Diarrheal Case & Death 2017-2019 

       

District Name 
2017 2018 2019 

Case Death Case Death Case Death 

Bankura 144901 3 119515 3 120492 8 

Birbhum 41481 0 39358 0 42933 0 

Burdwan 83913 25 108608 32 102352 17 

Dakshin Dinajpur 50177 0 73226 1 83210 0 

Darjeeling 49083 0 35474 0 12728 0 

Hooghly 75761 0 82137 0 77935 0 

Howrah 89579 5 95021 4 90537 2 

Jalpaiguri 112751 1 119925 0 115025 6 

Cooch Behar 195252 0 202124 0 185261 0 

Malda 108909 1 118370 0 99190 0 

Murshidabad 264187 0 264512 0 339309 0 

Nadia 155896 2 131225 0 130805 0 

North 24 Pgs 180840 8 174855 0 69136 0 

Paschim Medinipur 68968 10 81118 13 77965 18 

PurbaMedinipur 87450 0 95880 0 58334 0 

Purulia 45809 0 62400 0 86765 0 

South 24 Pgs 193206 3 195377 0 98761 4 

Uttar Dinajpur 132843 7 159940 4 177747 4 

Total 2081006 65 2159065 57 1968485 59 

 

Need assessment:  

On an average, one under-five child suffers from 2.44 episodes of diarrhoea per year. Each 

episode requires ORS and Zinc treatment. This should be taken into account for calculating 

budget for the District for regular supply. In flood and natural calamities more need of ORS and 

Zinc is expected. 

 

 



 

 

For a district of 20 lakhs population, the following will be required 
# 2 lakh ORS sachets for distribution during IDCF (as estimated 2 lakh children    
    require 1 ORS per family) 
# 20,000 ORS sachets and 2,80,000 Zn tablets for ORS-Zn corners  
# 60,000 ORS packets and 400,000 Zinc tablets for ASHA / ANM (for treatment of  
diarrhoea cases whenever required, minimum of 20 ORS packets and 140 Zinc  
tablets with each ASHA / ANM) 

 
 

Preparedness & actions taken 

Measures  Based on  Activity Status 
Emergency 
outbreak 
surveillance 

Surveillance at 
community & 
hospital levels  

Perennial activity 
with special emphasis 
in summer 
&monsoon seasons 

Surveillance through IDSP.  

Outbreak investigation & 
control by Block & District 
Rapid Response Teams. 

Chlorination of 
water 

Applicable for 
pipe water supply 

Rendering the 
supplied water safe at 
the user point 

PHE chlorinates the water 
before supply, but water 
supply by the ULBs does 
not necessarily have the 
chlorination facility 

Water quality 
monitoring 

Bacteriological 
quality (mainly) 

Coliform count 
estimation at certain 
intervals 

Samples collected by Water 
Collectors (engaged by 
Panchayat) tested in PHE/ 
accredited laboratory 

Acute diarrheal 
disease 
prevention 
 
 
 

Community 
awareness about 
hygienic practices 
and oral 
rehydration 

Generation of public 
awareness, especially 
the women folk 

IEC and inter-personal 
communication through 
community health workers 
and organized platforms 
like VHND, MAS etc. 

Case 
Management 

Dehydration 
prevention and 
correction; 
protocol based 
antibiotic use; 
zinc therapy 

Categorization of 
dehydration and oral 
and/or intravenous 
rehydration. 
Zinc supplementation 
to enhance recovery. 

Plan A or B of rehydration 
with ORS for no or some 
dehydration. Plan C based 
on IV fluids for severe 
dehydration. 
Specific antibiotic in 
dysentery and suspected 
cholera. 
Soluble zinc tablets for 2 
weeks for children. 



 

 

Logistic 
management 

Assessed need for 
normal time and a 
reserve stock for 
natural calamities 

Procurement & 
supply of ORS, IV 
fluids, zinc tablets 
and specific 
antibiotics 

Procurement made at 
District level &in Medical 
Colleges; availability is 
ensured at user points 

 

 

Protocol for case management: 

A State Guideline for Management of Diarrhoeal Diseases is in hand. It contains chapters on 

case definition, identification& categorization of dehydration in diarrhoea, fluid management in 

children & adults, antibiotic therapy in cholera & dysentery, zinc therapy, chronic diarrhoea, 

child feeding during diarrhoea and role of probiotics. The guidelines are available in the form of 

a training module that can be used for capacity building of Medical Officers and Nurses.  

List of Conditions for Surveillance:  

(a) For syndromic surveillance through S-Form: Loose watery stool – with & without 

dehydration and Loose stool with visible blood. 

(b) For presumptive surveillance through P-Form: Acute Diarrhoeal Diseases (ADD) and 

Dysentery. 

(c) For laboratory-based surveillance through L-Form: Cholera (lab confirmed). 

 
 

Strategies 

Priority populations:  

1. Areas with vacant sub-centers: No auxiliary nurse midwife (ANM) posted for more than 

three months 

2. Villages/areas with ANMs on long leave or other similar reasons. 

a. High risk areas (HRAs) with populations living in areas such as: Underserved and hard 

to reach populations, Other migrant settlements (fishermen’s villages, riverine areas, 

nomadic sites etc) 

3. Areas near Bay of Bengal (sea shore), Sundarban, low land vulnerable for frequent flood. 

 



 

 

Water, Sanitation and Personal Hygiene: The strategies are as below. 

 Boiling of Water 

 Using Chlorine Tablets/ Chlorine Solution (Bleach) 

 Safe Water Storage 

 Disinfection of Water Containers and Cans to Store Water 

 Hand hygiene, mainly washing hands with soap & water before eating/ cooking/ serving 

food and after ablution and disposal of babys’ stool. 

 

 

Sanitation in large fairs/ flood situation:  

Shallow trench latrines should be dug out in areas where the usage will be less than 5 days. In 

areas, where the toilets will be in use for more than 5 days, deep trench latrines(minimum depth 

6 feet, width: 1 ½ feet, length: 3 feet) should be dug. Latrines should be constructed at least 30 

metres away from any water source and 10 metres away from any water storage tank or 

treatment facility. The toilets should be minimum 100 feet away from the relief camps. 

 

The trenches should be covered with fresh earth after every use and the toilets should be 

disinfected with disinfectants like mix of bleaching powder & lime (ratio 1:9) twice daily.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Health Adaptation Plan for Fluorosis 

 

Introduction 

Fluoride contamination in drinking water is a burning environmental issue of the world today. 

Fluorine is an element that does not occur in the elemental state in nature because of its high 

reactivity. It exists in the form of fluorides in a number of minerals. High fluoride is derived 

from fluoride rich minerals, such as, apatite, fluorite, hornblende and biotite which are present in 

the country rocks dominated by granite gneisses and hornblende-biotite gneiss. Fluoride is 

important for bone and teeth development. It is essential for fluorapatite formation in the teeth 

that help resist acid demineralization and make the teeth stronger. Inadequate intake of fluoride 

results in dental caries. On the other hand, the intake of high fluoride containing food/water for 

long periods results in dental, skeletal, and non-skeletal fluorosis manifesting as muscle 

weakness, tiredness, fatigue, anemia, dyspepsia, male infertility, polyuria, polydipsia, repeated 

stillbirths, abortions, etc. Thus, fluoride is considered a double-edged sword.  

The World Health Organization and the Indian Council of Medical Research have recommended 

that the permissible level of fluoride in drinking water is 1.5 ppm. People of nearly 29 countries 

are affected with fluorosis due to intake of fluoride-rich water including India. The fluoride belt 

extends from Turkey to China and Japan through Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan. The total amount of 

fluoride deposited on the earth crust is 85 million while in India it is 12 million. A recent report 

showed that 66 million individuals from 275 districts are at risk of fluorosis in India. Another 

report showed that 6 million children in India were estimated to have fluorosis.  

 

Manifestations of Fluorosis 

The clinical spectrum of Fluorosis may be categorized into Dental Fluorosis, Skeletal Fluorosis 

and Non-Skeletal Fluorosis.   

Dental Fluorosis: Chalky white teeth, Transverse yellow brown/dark brown bands. 

Skeletal Fluorosis: Severe pain and stiffness in joints like neck, spine, hip region (pelvic girdle) 

etc.knock knees/ bow legs inability to squat, ugly gait and posture, increased girth, thickening 

and density of bone by X-ray. 



 

 

 

Non-skeletal Fluorosis: 

i. Gastro-intestinal problems: Consistent abdominal pain, intermittent diarrhea/ 

constipation, blood in stools.  

ii. Neurological manifestations: Nervousness & depression, tingling sensation in fingers and 

toes, excessive thirst and tendency to urinate frequently (polydipsia and polyurea). 

iii. Muscular manifestations: Muscle weakness & stiffness, pain in the muscle and loss of 

muscle power. 

 

Other effects: 

Fluoride has multiple roles in deranging metabolic activities, besides well-defined symptoms of 

Dental & Skeletal Fluorosis and Non -Skeletal Fluorosis. Other adverse effects are: - 

         (i) Damage to G.I. Mucosa. 

         (ii) Injury to RBCs.  

Both the above effects lead to Anaemia / Malnutrition. Consequences- maternal mortality, infant 

mortality, low birth weight babies. 

 

Burden and Impact of Fluorosis in West Bengal 

 

In West Bengal, excess fluoride in groundwater has been found in seven districts. These are 

Purulia, Birbhum, Bardhaman, Bankura, Malda, South Dinajpur and North Dinajpur. Bankura 

district is a fluorosis endemic district in West Bengal with 17 blocks affected with dental and 

non-skeletal fluorosis symptomatic cases. It is observed that the sub-surface geo-hydrological 

environment of Purulia is contaminated with fluoride. Intensive and prolonged semi-arid climate, 

long term withdrawal of groundwater for irrigation, alkaline nature of sub-surface circulating 

water, long residence time of water in fractured aquifers and geological structure are the 

favourable conditions for fluoride enrichment (2%-10%) in the Purulia region. Geological set up 

of Purulia plays a major role for availability of ground water as well as the quality of water. In 

Raghunathpur-I, Purulia II and Arsha Blocks of Purulia district, fluoride concentration is higher 

than permissible limit in ground water. 

 



 

 

 

 

National Programme for Prevention and Control of Fluorosis (NPPCF) 

Goal: To Prevent and Control Fluorosis in the country. 

Objectives: 

1. To collect, assess and use baseline survey data of fluoride levels from Ministry of 

Drinking Water and Sanitation for starting the project. 

2. Comprehensive management of Fluorosis cases in selected areas.  

3. Capacity building for prevention, diagnosis and management of Fluorosis.  



 

 

Evolution of NPPCF 

NPPCF is being implemented in 157 Districts in 19 States at present. 

Approx.10,067 habitations in 180 districts in these States have Fluoride levels > permissible 

limit of 1.5 ppm as per IMIS data of M/o Drinking Water & Sanitation, as on 1-4-2018   Approx. 

74.3 lakh people living in these areas at risk. 

Support is provided to the State for setting up of a District Fluorosis Cell with a Consultant, a 

Lab.Technician& 3 Field Investigators (for six months); Establishment of Labs. In affected 

Districts; Health Education; Training of Health Personnel and Management of Fluorosis cases. 

 

 

Actions taken till now 

 

Districts of West Bengal under NPPCF: Bankura, Purulia, Birbhum, Dakshin Dinajpur, Malda 

and Uttar Dinajpur. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Further strategies and plan: 

1.At the community level -Surveillance of Fluorosis. 

2.At the District level-  

A. Capacity Building 

         a, Consultant,Lab.Technician 

         b. Field Investigators  

         c. Establishment of diagnostic facilities  

B. Laboratory in the affected Districts. 



 

 

C. Management of Fluorosis cases including conservative treatment, surgery, reconstruction & 

rehabilitation. 

D. Health Education for prevention and control ofFluorosis. 

 

 

Stake holder Departments to be involved: 

 Panchayat & Rural Development 

 Urban Development & Municipal Affairs 

 Public Health Engineering Dept. 

 Public Works Dept. 

 State run Development authority. 

 HIDCO etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Health Adaptation Plan for Zoonotic Diseases 

 
Influenza 

 

Vulnerability: 

Influenza viruses are of three types – A, B & C, out of which Type A & Type B can infect 

human beings. While Type B shows only drifts, Type A can undergo both antigenic drift & shift 

and can thus make the epidemiological scenario more complicated. 

Seasonal Influenza in India is caused by a number of circulating Influenza viruses, such as 

Influenza A HINI, H3N2, Influenza B etc. According to the declaration of WHO, the pandemic 

of H1N1 that started in 2009 was over in August, 2010. Thereafter the Influenza A H1N1 virus 

has been continuing as an endemic in India as well as the State of West Bengal, with the 

potentiality of causing focal outbreaks. 

Epidemic of Hong Kong flu (H3N2) hit India in 1968 and thereafter it has also been persisting as 

an endemic pathogenic with seasonal spurts at times. In West Bengal, H3N2 is occasionally 

detected while testing for a panel of respiratory pathogens, especially in the monsoon. 

Out of the avian influenzas, H5N1 and H5N8 have been reported from India. H5N1 influenza 

was first reported in 2006 when poultries were affected. Since then, H5N1 has been isolated 

among birds (mostly poultry) in a number of occasions also in the State till 2011,but no human 

case has so far been reported. 

Migratory birds are known to be the reservoir of a number of different influenza viruses. West 

Bengal lying in the Central Asian Bird Flyway, is at particular risk of dissemination of infections 

from the migratory birds. The influenzas originated from the birds have high potential to cause 

spill over infection in human by virtue of their genetic drift & shift. Climate change and changes 

in the environment may cause major changes in the route & spread of the migratory birds, further 

adding to the risk factors. 



 

 

There is huge no. of animal handlers in the organized sector as well as the numerous backyard 

poultry farms. Agriculture being the main occupation in the State, rearing of domestic animals is 

also a very common practice, especially among the rural population. Keeping pets is also an 

increasing practice, more so in the urban communities. Deforestation is a common trend in the 

face of a rising population pressure. All these result in more and more man & animal interface 

and hence an increased risk of zoonoses in the State. 

 

Morbidity &Mortality: 

Year-wise no. of reported H1N1 cases (lab confirmed) and deaths in the State are shown in the 
table below.  

 
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Cases 121 0 0 3 0 544 7 716 295 1073 130 

Death 4 0 0 0 0 30 2 26 10 26 0 

The trend of H1N1 in the State has shown an alternate peak & trough pattern over the years, as 
would be evident from the graph below. 



 

 

 

The test positivity rate for H1N1 has gradually come down in the State over 2017 to 2020 (see 
table below). 

Year Total test done Lab confirmed cases Positivity rate (%) 

2017 3498 716 20.47 

2018 2907 295 10.15 

2019 9298 1073 11.54 

2020 1803 130 7.21 

 

The seasonality of H1N1 incidence has been found to change in the State from a bimodal 
seasonality (2017) to post-monsoon peak (2018) to spring time peak (2019 & 2020) in the last 
four years. (See graph below). 
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If we look at the incidence of avian influenza H5N1 in the State, we would find that there have 
been a number of outbreaks during 2008 to 2011. 

 

Summary Table (Avian Outbreaks) 

 

OUTBREAKS OF AVIAN INFLUENZA IN WEST BENGAL SINCE 15-01-2008 AT A GLANCE 
(PHASE: I – IV) 

DESCRIPTION PHASE - I PHASE-II PHASE-III PHASE-IV 

1st Notification 15.01.2008 15.12.2008 14.01.2010 19.09.11 

No. of Epicenters 68 10 12 02 

No. of districts 15 + 3 4 + 2 1 01 

No. of Blocks 55 + 2 (Municipalities) 9 2 01 

Source:  Department of ARD, Govt. of West Bengal 

However, the dimension & extent of the outbreaks decreased over the phases.  In Phase I and II, 
the incidents were widespread affecting multiple no. of Districts, while only one District was 
involved in each of Phase III and IV (Murshidabad & Nadia respectively). 
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Another notable fact is that since 2012, no more outbreak of H5N1 has been detected, although 

clusters of poultry death have been reported a no. of times. A routine laboratory-based 

surveillance for avian influenza has also been continuing. 

 

Preparedness and Action Taken: 

 Influenza A H1N1 is a notifiable disease in the State. 

 A State protocol for diagnosis (laboratory testing) and anti-viral therapy is in vogue. 

 Nine Govt. labs spread across the State have the facility for Influenza A/H1N1 testing on 

human clinical samples. _ more VRDL-s (Viral Research & Diagnostic Laboratory) have 

been set up with support from DST. These also have the capability of performing RT-

PCR for influenza viruses. All the Districts are tagged with one or other H1N1 testing 

laboratory for sample referral. 

 Nine private laboratories that approached the State Health Dept, have been accorded 

approval to perform tests for Influenza A/H1N1. 

 Every year an advisory is issued to the District Health authorities and the Medical 

College Hospitals to always keep a small stock of the anti-viral medicine (oseltamivir) 

and replenish it from time to time. A reserve stock is also made available in the State 

Store with replacement before expiry of the same. 

 CCU and HDU beds have been greatly increased in number in the last year and have been 

available in all the District Hospitals and even in many Subdivisional Hospitals. No. of 

ventilators and oxygen pipe supply have also been remarkably increased. The 

infrastructure development for managing covid-19 has significantly enhanced the 

system’s capacity to serve the severe cases of influenza, should an epidemic set in. 

 A weekly data updating & analysis system for H1N1 and ILI (Influenza Like Illness) runs 

throughout the year under the Integrated Disease Surveillance Programme.  



 

 

 Lab confirmed H1N1 cases are cross-notified from the State surveillance Unit (IDSP) to 

the District Surveillance Unit of the residence District for follow-up, contact tracing and 

necessary control measures. 

 Sharing of surveillance inputs is already in regular practice between the Departments of 

Health and ARD. Any unusual no. or clustering of bird deaths is notified and duly 

investigated, and updates are communicated to the Health Dept. for alertness and gearing 

up of ILI surveillance in man. 

 Zoonosis Committees have been formed at State & District levels and representation of 

ARD-Dept. and Forest Dept. has been ensured. Animal Health Officials have been 

included in the Rapid Response Teams at all levels – State, District & Block, in order to 

strengthen the convergence for control of zoonoses. 

 

Future Strategy & Plan 

 The no. of influenza testing labs in the Govt. sector should be further increased to 

improve the zonal representation. The resources of the VRDL-s may be utilized in this 

endeavor. 

 Instead of restricting to only Influenza A/ H1N1, some of the Govt. labs need to be 

upgraded to apex laboratories, so that subtyping of Influenza A can be done to drill down 

into the non-H1N1 Influenza A positive samples. 

 Presently the no. of tests performed by most of the Govt. labs is a small number which 

has to be significantly increased. 

 Demand for testing need to be increased on the therapeutic side. Currently only few tests 

are advised by the Clinicians. Covid-19 pandemic has further affected the practice of 

testing. The advisory (already issued) to look for H1N1 in Covid negative SARI cases 

need to be thoroughly implemented. 

 A routine sentinel surveillance system should be in place to continuously monitor the 

circulating influenza strains in the population. The apex labs mentioned above have to be 

involved in this exercise. 



 

 

 Wild & migratory birds do have the threats of introduction of novel influenzas. Hence, 

coordination and convergence of the Forest Dept. and Health is very important. Presently 

advisories are received from the Govt. of India level in case there is any specific threat. 

An active relationship needs to be developed at the State & District levels too.  

 Covid-19 pandemic has been a great learning exercise for the public health system in a 

broad perspective. Diagnostic and therapeutic arrangements with adequate isolation 

facilities should be a part of the long-term plan – not only for novel influenzas but for 

high level pathogens in general. 

 Awareness generation plans have to be rolled out targeting the people at risk such as the 

farm workers, pet owners & other animal handlers. The messages must percolate to the 

unorganized sector and the marginalized population.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Sample of awareness generation material:  
A composite material for animal handlers & general community 

 

Proposed stake holders 

 Department of Animal Resources Development 

 Institute of Veterinary Research Institute, Belgachhia, Kolkata 

 West Bengal University of Animal & Fishery Sciences 

 West Bengal Forest Department 

 Zoo Authorities 

 National Institute of Biomedical Genomics, Kalyani 

 



 

 

Health Adaptation plan for  Food-Related Illnesses 

Nutritional Anaemia 

Outset: 

Anaemia results from one or more of the following process: defective red cell production, 

increased red cell destruction or blood loss. Iron is necessary for synthesis of haemoglobin. Iron 

deficiency is thought to be the most common cause of anaemia globally, but other nutritional 

deficiencies (including folate, vitamin B12 and vitamin A), acute and chronic inflammation, 

parasitic infections, and inherited or acquired disorders can affect haemoglobin synthesis. 

 

Iron status can be considered as a continuum from iron deficiency with anaemia, to iron 

deficiency with no anaemia, to normal iron status with varying amounts of stored iron, and 

finally to iron overload which can cause organ damage when severe. Iron deficiency is the result 

of long-term negative iron balance. Iron deficiency anaemia (IDA) should be regarded as a 

subset of iron deficiency. The manifestations of anemia vary by its severity and range from 

fatigue, weakness, dizziness and drowsiness to impaired cognitive development of children and 

increased morbidity. Out of the different causes of anemia, iron deficiency accounts for about 50 

percent of anemia in school children and among women of reproductive age-group, and 80 

percent in children 2–5 years of age (UNICEF and WHO Joint statement 2001). 

 

Vulnerability: 

Iron deficiency is very common in our country owing to deficient food consumption (more so 

from qualitative point of view) and faulty food habits, superadded by worm infestation and 

intercurrent infections. The infestation and infections are again fueled by poor sanitation and 

personal hygiene. This whole scenario makes the people vulnerable to iron deficiency anaemia. 

Climate change, by its impact on food production as well as availability of safe water, may even 

aggravate the situation. Social factors like poverty, large scale migration etc. which are indirectly 

influenced by change of climate are likely to deteriorate with time and to make the things worse; 

more so for the people in the low socioeconomic group. 



 

 

Discussion on nutritional deficiencies is hence very relevant in a climate resilient health adaptive 

plan. Children and women being the more vulnerable sections of the populace, deserve a special 

consideration in the said planning. 

 
Prevalence of Anaemia in India: 
 

 
 

 

Prevalence of anaemia in West Bengal: 

 

 

 

NFHS-5 NFHS-4 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Preparedness & actions taken:  

A. Nutrition Rehabilitation Centre (NRC) 

 Facility based management of under-five Severe Acute Malnourished (SAM) is done 

through Nutrition Rehabilitation Centers. There are fifty-one (51) functional Nutrition 

Rehabilitation Centers (NRCs) spread over 23 Health Districts of West Bengal. New 4 

NRCs will be established in 3 districts (South 24 Parganas, Jalpaiguri and Nadia) of West 

Bengal in the coming year.  

 76% of the severely wasted children have been cured in the existing NRC-s, out of the 

2371 children admitted in July to September, 2021. 

 After discharge from the NRC, the health status of children is also monitored with four 

consecutive follow-ups in 15-day intervals. Dry food rations (rice-5kg, wheat 2.5kg, 

masur dal-1kg and Bengal gram- 1kg per month) are also provided to the children 

through PDS for a whole year.  

B. Aneamia Control Programme  

This programmeaims atcombatinganaemia in different age groups with iron &foloc acid 

(IFA)supplementation. 

 National Iron Plus Initiative (NIPI) : Children in the age group 6 months – 5 years are 

given IFA Syrup twice a week.  

 Junior Weekly Iron Folic Acid Supplementation (WIFS): The school going children 

are provided 45 mg elementary iron and 400 mcg of folic acid in the form of pink IFA 

tablets once in a week throughout the period of 5-10 years of age. 

 Senior Weekly Iron Folic Acid Supplementation (WIFS): The adolescent girls and 

boys get a dose of 60 mg elementary iron and 500 mcg of folic acid weekly throughout 

the period of 10-19 years of age.  

C. National Deworming Programme:  

In order to reduce the prevalence of worm infestation and improve the nutritional status 

and anaemia of the children, deworming is done by albendazole tablet being given to the 



 

 

children aged 1–19 years twice a year (May and November). The service is rendered 

from the Subcentres& UPHCs.  

D. Programme integration: 

 The prevention and control strategy for nutritional anemia is to be integrated with control 

of malaria as per the guidelines of National Vector Borne Disease Control Program 

(NVBDCP), MoHFW, GoI. Fixed days for screening of anemia at Pradhan Mantri 

SurakshitMatritva Abhiyan (PMSMA) sites and annually by Rashtriya Bal 

SwasthyaKaryakram teams in schools will be utilized to provide screening for malaria as 

per NVBDCP, MoHFW guidelines. 

 AnaemiaMukt Bharat Programmewill play a key role for utilization of LLINs (Long 

Lasting Insecticidal bedNets) by all target groups especially pregnant mothers and under-

five children by promoting IEC/BCC. 

 

Further strategy & plan:  

a) Sensitization of peripheral health care workers e.g. ANMs, ASHA etc. 

b) Sensitization of Panchayat functionaries. 

c) Organization of public awareness session at village level – in tandem with Village Health 

& Nutrition Days: To talk about what to eat and how; and the role of hand hygiene & 

sanitation. 

d) Awareness generation programmes in High Schools – involving the RBSK & School 

Health HR for roll-out of this initiative. 

 

Stake holder Departments/Organizations:  

a. Family Welfare Branch of H & FW Dept. 

b.  Urban Development & Municipal Affairs 

c.  Panchayat & Rural Development 

d.  Department of Environment 

e.  Transport Dept. 

 

  



 

 

Climate Resilient Health System 
 
 

Climate consists of such factors as are all pervasive, impacting the survival, evolution & life 

process of the living organisms, concerning mainly the survival & health of human beings. 

Changes in these climatic factors do happen – by virtue of natural phenomena as well as due to 

human interference.  

Climatic changes due to natural processes are usually not under control of human civilization 

and not amenable to reversal by human beings. However, human life and health can be protected 

to a considerable extent by prior alerts for such changes. Also, mitigation measures can be taken 

as a response to changes that have already happened. 

Climatic changes caused by or aggravated by human interference, on the other hand, can be 

controlled to a great extent and can also be reversed partially. Mitigation measures are still 

relevant in these cases. 

In this backdrop, the readiness of the health care system needs to be there in three layers.  

Firstly, it needs to be awake enough to appreciate the threats or alerts of climatic changes (that 

may affect human health) and should adapt itself in a timely manner to render effective care even 

after the changes that are going to happen.  

Secondly, the health system should be responsive enough to provide mitigative care for the 

health effects already caused by climatic changes. 

Thirdly, it should take care of its own since climate change may jeopardise the health system 

itself. That means it has to be resilient so that the infrastructure and the service delivery do not 

break down or start faltering in the face of climatic onslaughts. 

The purpose of the present plan is to ensure that the health care system be climate resilient. 

 

 

 



 

 

What is climate resilience?  

Climate resilient health care facilities are those that are capable to anticipate, respond to, 

cope with, recover from and adapt to climate-related shocks and stress, so as to bring 

ongoing and sustained health care to their target populations, despite an unstable climate.  

 

 

 

Fig: Climate resilience in health care facilities 

 

Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030: 

The Sendai Framework adopted at the Third UN World Conference on Disaster Risk 

Reduction is the road map to make communities safer and more resilient to disasters. It 

proposes four priority areas for action, highly relevant to reducing risks to health care 

facilities:  

(i) Understanding disaster risk. Of relevance to health care facilities is the call for periodic 

assessments, baselines determination, information management, and development of disaster 

risk services which includes making data and scientific information usable to decision-

makers. 



 

 

 (ii) Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk. Clear roles and 

responsibilities, and enhanced coordination in disaster risk management to ensure a multi-

hazard and multi-sector understanding of disaster risk, can benefit health care facilities at the 

local level. Health care facilities would benefit from participating in preparations of local 

disaster risk reduction strategies and plans.  

(iii) Investing in disaster reduction for resilience. The framework emphasizes the need to 

build critical infrastructure “better from the start” and refers to ensuring the resilience of 

work places and of health systems.  

(iv) Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response, and to “Build Back Better” 

which is meant to use the disaster as a trigger to create more resilient nations and societies 

than before.  

 

 

Proposed process and steps for increasing climate resilience and environmental 

sustainability in health care facilities: 

 

Fig.- Intervention process to improve climate resilience of health care facilities 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Scope of measures to be taken at different spectrum 

 

Green measures:   

o Energy auditing  

 

A hospital energy assessment, also known as a ‘hospital energy audit’, can help understand 

the whole picture of energy use, comfort, and safety in the hospital environment.  

 

Common recommendations often include:   

 Conduct air sealing to reduce air leakage and drafts 

 Add insulations to the attic, foundation, or walls to prevent heat loss. 

 Seal and insulate ducts in unconditioned spaces. 

 Remove or repair any parts of the building with internal moisture or mould to improve air 

quality and reduce deterioration. 

 Improve the efficiency of heating, cooling and hot water equipment. 

 Install smart thermostats, LEDs, smart power strips, ENERGY STAR appliances, solar 

PV, an electric vehicle charger, and other efficient technologies that improve the energy 

performance. 

 

o Replacement of existing non-LED lighting to LED lighting 

This is already a component of NPCCHH, as is detailed later in this chapter 

 

o Solar plants 

The roof of the hospital buildings or unobstructed land plots within the hospital boundary 

may be utilized for laying the solar panels.  

 

o Rain water harvesting 

The same principle that is nowadays followed in high rises according to the Building Rules 

of Municipalities/Corporations may be applied also in hospital buildings.  



 

 

 

o Retrofitting for climate resilience 

Resilience of existing buildings to calamities like cyclone, earthquake, landslide etc. can be 

improved by retrofitting. 

 

Ongoing interventions: 

 

(a) Energy auditing in hospitals 

__ hospitals have been identified in the State – including both the govt. and private sector 

for ‘mapping of hospital energy footprint’ in collaboration with MOHFW and IPHA. 

Survey of the hospitals is being carried out at present.  

The challenge remains to implement the recommendations of the energy audit in the 

coming years. 

(b) Replacing LED lights with non-LED lights 

The said activity is going on in 6 (six) govt. hospitals in the State in the current financial 

year (2022-23). Further 9 (nine) hospitals have been identified to be taken up next year. 

(c) Tree plantation hospitals  

The spare land in the premises of different hospitals is being utilized. It’s being done in 

collaboration with Forest Dept and PRI/ULB-s.  

(d) Resilience to flood 

In flood prone areas, new construction plan for health facilities ensures that the plinth 

level is specially raised. Raised walkways are constructed to connect different buildings 

so that water logging due to rain does not hamper the Staff movement within the 

premises. 

(e) Power back-up 

All hospitals down up to the level of Block PHC-s are provided with diesel generators 

(capacity depending on the tier of the facility) to ensure uninterrupted power supply even 

during natural calamities. This is critical for blood bank units, vaccine cold chain, 

emergency care etc. 

 
 

 
It’s necessary is to sustain the ongoing activities and extend them 

further in variety and coverage with due emphasis on it in health sector 
planning. Convergence with NHM funding for Health Sector 

Strengthening needs to be explored. 



 

 

Plan for Capacity Building and System Awareness 
 

In order to warn citizens & health care providers of the dangers of Climate Change and the role 
they can play, a comprehensive dissemination program will be undertaken in the State with a 
top-down approach, as outlined below.  This will flow as training provided by the State 
headquarters to the district officials, the district to the block and so on. This will ensure that the 
policies of program will be understood over all strata of society, various demographics, across 
gender and age groups. The only way climate catastrophe can be averted and our health system 
be strengthened is when most citizens aid and support these policies of their own free will. 
 

 Training plan: 

Sl. No  Level of Training  Target Audience  

1.  State  CMOH, Deputy CMOH II/ DMCHO, DPHNO 

2.  District  Superintendent of DH/SDH/SGH/SSH, ACMOHs, DPO- 
ICDS, DI Secondary, Block Medical Officer of Health, 
Municipality Health Officer, Sr. PHN/PHN, CDPO, RBSK 
District Coordinator, SI Secondary 

3.  Block/ Municipality RBSK Medical Officer, Health Supervisor, CHO, ANM, 
ICDS Supervisor, Anwesha Counsellor, ASHA, FTS & 
HHW 

 

 Dissemination activities: 

Sl. 
No.  

Activity Planned 
at/ during  

Facilitator  Target Audience  

1.  School  RBSK Team/ Teachers  Students of Class V and onwards  

2.  AWC  ICDS Supervisor/ 
Worker  

Antenatal Mothers attending centre 

3.  VHND  CHO/ANM/ ASHA  ANC mother, Adolescent, General 
people attending  

4.  UHND  ANM  MAS members, ANC mother, 
General people attending  

5.  GP level meeting  Health Supervisor/ 
ANM  

PRI members, VHSNC members  



 

 

Plan for Intersectoral Coordination 
 

Intersectoral coordination is of the most important aspect of handling transformative change and 
it is no different in this programme to tackle climate change. 
 
Some of the most important areas are as follows: 
 
A. Indian Meteorology Dept. 
i)  Dissemination of alerts for extreme weather events e.g. heat wave, cyclone, cloudburst/very 
heavy rain, excessive lightning etc. 
ii) Sharing of station-wise data on min & max temp, humidity and rainfall. 
 
B. Disaster Management Dept. 
i)  Sharing of forecast on extreme weather events at up to the block level. 
ii) Exchange of updates on affection caused by natural calamities. 
 
C. Environment Dept and Pollution Control Board. 
Exchange of data on air quality and alert for sudden predicted deterioration (if any). 
 
D. Public Health Engineering. 
Sharing of results of water quality survey; also information on recession of ground water level - 
as a warning for water borne diseases. 
 
E. Dept. of WCD & SW. 
i)  Percolation of messages on special vulnerability of women & children to climate change e.g. 
indoor air pollution, food scarcity (due to drought), unsafe water etc. 
ii) Advocacy to the community in regards of its role in preventing and adapting to climate 
change. 
 
F. Dept. of Education. 
i)  Behavioral change communication among students in reference to climate change and role of 
citizens. 
ii) Promotion of safe practices to minimize the impact of climate change on health. 
 
G. Police and Transport Dept. 
Advocacy on measures to improve air quality. 
 
H. Labour Dept. 
Awareness generation and periodic health check-up of the vulnerable groups. 
 



 

 

Budget 
 

Climate Change & Human Health interventions, as a National Programme has come under the 
umbrella of National Health Mission since 2021-22. 
Programme Implementation Plan (PIP) for the state has been drafted in consultation with the 
Programme Division of the Ministry. PIP for 2022-23 and 2023-24 has been prepared keeping 
both the national priorities and the locally felt needs in consideration. 
 
The Budget Estimate & Activity Plan placed as a part of the NHM-PIP has been reviewed in the 
NPCC and finally approval has come from the GOI in the form of an ROP. The approved budget 
i.e. ROP approval is as follows:  
 
Program 
name 

ROP 
code 

Amount Proposed 
(in lakhs) 

Amount Approved 
(in lakhs) 

Activity Wise -Fund Breakup  

NPCCHH 114 FY 
2022-23 

FY 2023-
24 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 2023-
24 

128.68 144.87 128.68 144.87 For FY 2022-23 
Approved Rs. 128.68 lakhs as follows: 
 
a) Rs. 17.25 lakhs for capacity building 
and training.  
b.) Rs 12 lakhs for Other operational 
Costs- includes Greening of Health 
Facilities 
c.) Rs 86.40 lakhs for IEC & Printing  
d.) Rs. 11.08 lakhs for Planning and 
M&E 
e.) Rs 2.00 lakhs for surveillance, 
review, research & evaluation. 
 
For FY 2023-24 
Approved Rs. 144.87 lakhs as follows: 
 
a) Rs. 27.60 lakhs for capacity building 
and training.  
b.) Rs 18.00 lakhs for Other operational 
Costs- includes Greening of Health 
Facilities 
c.) Rs 89.62 lakhs for IEC & Printing  
d.) Rs. 7.65 lakhs for Planning and 
M&E 
e.) Rs 2.00 lakhs for surveillance, 
review, research & evaluation. 
 

Stake holder engagement and community involvement are two essential areas of activities for 
Climate Adaptive Health Plan. So also, is the capacity building of the health managers and 



 

 

community level care providers. Accordingly, a lion’s share i.e. 64.2% of the total budget (2022-
24) has been allotted for IEC & Printing and 16.4% has been apportioned for Capacity Building. 
For Greening of Health facilities, approx. 11% of the fund has been initially allotted. This may 
increase at later times.  



জলবায়রু পিরবত�ন ও �া��  
 

�াকৃিতক কারেণ এবং মানুেষর িকছ�  িনিব �চার কােজর ফেল পৃিথবীেত জলবায়ুর পিরবত �ন ঘটেছ। পৃিথবীর তাপমা া 
!বেড় চেলেছ। বাতাস দূিষত হেয় পড়েছ। সমুে' জেলর উ)তা বাড়েছ। এর ফেল ব* জায়গায় ,াবন !দখা !দেব। খরা, 
বন/া, ঘূিণ �ঝড়, তাপ�বাহ – এই ধরেণর ঘটনাও 5মশ !বশী !বশী কের ঘটেত থাকেব। এর ভয়ানক �ভাব পড়েব 
মানুেষর 8া9/ এবং মানুেষর জীিবকার উপের। হােট�র ও :ােসর !রাগ বাড়েছ, আরও বাড়েব। দাির'/ এবং অপু=> বাড়েব। 
ক/া?ােরর �েকাপ বৃ@A পােব। িনরাপদ পানীয় জেলর অভাব !দখা !দেব। ফেল ড ায়িরয়া জাতীয় অসুখও !বশী হেব। 
মশা-মািছর Dারা !যসব !রাগ ছড়ায়, !সFিলর �াদুভ�াবও বাড়েব।  

কােজই, আমােদর িনেজেদর জীবনেক িনরাপদ করার জন/, সGান-সGিতেক রHা করার জন/ আমােদর আরও 
সেচতন হওয়া দরকার। িকভােব আমরা 8াে9/র Hিত !থেক বাচঁেত পাির এবং জলবায়ু পিরবত �েনর গিতেক িকছ� টা 
হেলও কম রাখেত পাির, তা আমােদর বুঝেত হেব।  

বায়দুষূণ জিনত �া��সমস�া ও তার �িতেরাধ  
বায়ুদূষেণর ফেল অ/াজমা, িনউ!মািনয়া, Jংকাই=টস �ভৃিত নানািবধ :ােসর অসুখ, !চাখমুখ ও গলার !রাগ, ক/ানসার 
এবং হােট�র !রাগ হয়। বায়ুদূষেণ !বশী Hিত হয় িশK , গভ�বতী মিহলা এবং বৃAেদর। Kধু বািড়র বাইেরই নয়, দূষণ হয় 
বািড়র িভতেরও। !স িবষেয় সতক� থাকা �েয়াজন। 

বায়দুষূণ সমস�ার �িতকার – 

� !যখােন সLব গাছ লাগান, গাছেক রHা কMন।  

� সাধারণ উনুেনর জায়গায় !ধায়ঁাহীন চ� লা ব/বহার কMন।  

� কয়লা বা কােঠর উনুেনর বদেল গ/ােসর ব/ব9াই কাম/।   

� বA জায়গায় বা িশKেদর সামেন িবিড়-িসগােরট খােবন না। 

� পিরেবশেক আবজ�নামুO রাখুন। 

� িবকP শ@Oর গািড় ব/বহার কMন, !যমন – ব/াটাির চািলত গািড়।   

� গািড় বা বাইক চড়ার পিরবেত � যতটা সLব হাটঁ�ন, সাইেকল ব/বহার কMন।  

� গািড়র িনয়িমত !মরামিত কMন, যােত গািড় !থেক !ধায়ঁা না !বেরায়। 

 

তাপ�বাহ - িকভােব সাবধান হেবন  

পিরেবেশর তাপমা া অত/িধক বৃ@A !পেল শরীেরর উপের নানারকম Hিতকর �ভাব পেড়। িবেশষ কের যােদর �চQ 
!রাদ বা গরেমর মেধ/ কাজ করেত হয়। এেত শরীর কািহল হেয় পড়া !থেক !Rাক পয �G হেত পাের। গরেমর িদেন 
!খয়াল রাখেবন – তাপ�বাহ িবষেয় !কানও সতক�তা িবSিT আেছ িক না। !সই অনুসাের আপনার িদেনর কােজর 
পিরকPনা কMন।  

কী করেবনঃ 
� !রােদ !বেরােত হেল ছাতা ব/বহার কMন। অথবা কাধঁ-মাথা িভেজ গামছা বা কাপড় িদেয় !ঢেক িনন।  
� বাইেরর কাজ সকাল সকাল KM কের দুপুেরর আেগই !শষ কMন। 
� মােঝ মােঝই ঠাQা জল খান। তৃVা না !পেলও খান। লবণ খাওয়ায় !কানও িনেষধ না থাকেল জেল অP লবণ 

িমিশেয় িনন।  
� পাতলা, িঢেল, হাWা রেঙর সুিতর জামাকাপড় পMন।  
� !রােদ বা গরেম কাজ করেত করেত যিদ শরীর খারাপ লােগ িকংবা খুব YািG !বাধ হয়, তেব শীZ ঠাQা ছায়া 

জায়গায় িগেয় Kেয় বা বেস পড়ুন। অেনকটা জল খান। মাথায়, মুেখ ঠাQা জেলর ঝাপটা িদন।  

কী করেবন নাঃ 
� বA জায়গায় !বশীHণ থাকেবন না। খুব গরেম একটানা দািঁড়েয় থাকাও উিচৎ নয়।  
� ব\ গািড়র মেধ/ িশKেক !ছেড় যােবন না।  



� গরেমর মেধ/ অিতিরO চা-কিফ বা !বাতেলর ঠাQা পানীয় খােবন না। এেত !দেহ জলশূন/তা !দেখ িদেত পাের। 
বরং ড াব, লিস/, কম িম=> !দওয়া সরবৎ, মরKিম ফেল উপকার পােবন।   

�াকৃিতক  িবপয �েয়র ফেল �া��সমস�া ও তার �িতকার 
খরা, বন/া, ঘূিণ �ঝড়, ভূিম]স ইত/ািদ িবপয �েয়র সময় জীবেনর 8াভািবক িনরাপ^া িবি_ত হয়। বাস9ান, খাদ/, জল 
ইত/ািদর অ8াভািবক পিরি9িতর কারেণ এই সময় ড ায়িরয়া, সােপর কামড়, `র, :াসক> �ভৃিত অসুখ হওয়ার 
সLাবনা থােক।  

� �াকৃিতক িবপয �েয়র আেগ অেনক সময় িনরাপদ আaেয় 9ানাGেরর !ঘাষণা হয়। এই !Hে  �শাসেনর সেb 
সহেযািগতা করেবন। গবািদ পKেদরও িনরাপেদ রাখার ব/ব9া করেবন। 

� এলাকায় সতক�তামুলক !কানও �চার হেল !স িবষেয় !খয়াল রাখেবন।   

� জীবাণুমুO পানীয় জল ছাড়া অন/ জল খােবন না। জল !শাধেনর জন/ 8া9/কমcরা !য হ/ােলােজন বিড় !দন, তা’ 
জেল িমিশেয় আধঘeা পের পান করেত পােরন।  

� রাfা ও gদন@hন কােজর জন/ দূিষত পুকুর বা নালার জল ব/বহার করেবন না। বাসনপ  পুকুেরর জেল ধুেয় থাকেল 
িiিচং-জল িদেয় !শাধন কের িনন। 

� হাত পিরjার রাখার িদেক িবেশষভােব নজর িদন। রাfা বা খাওয়ার আেগ এবং !শৗচকােজর পের অবশ/ই সাবান 
িদেয় হাত !ধােবন।  

� িবপয �েয়র সময় যারা আaয় িশিবের থাকেবন, তারা !সখানকার পিরেবশ পিরlf রাখেবন। !শৗচাগার ছাড়া 
!যখােন-!সখােন মলমূ  ত/াগ করেবন না।  

পত%বািহত &রােগর সমস�া ও তার িনয়(ণ 
কীটপতেbর কামেড় !য !রাগFিল ছড়ায়, জলবায়ু পিরবত�েনর সেb সেb !সFিলর ঝঁুিক আরও বাড়েব। তার মেধ/ 
!ড িb, ম/ােলিরয়া, mাব টাইফাস ও কালা`র আমােদর রােজ/ খুবই FMnপূণ �।  

&ডি% ও ম�ােলিরয়া ছড়ায় মশার কামেড়। *াব টাইফাস ছড়ায় একধরেণর মাইট বা কীেটর Dারা যারা !ঝােপঝােড় 
থােক। কালা-েরর বাহক হল খুব !ছাট আকােরর একরকম মািছ, নাম !বেল মািছ।  

িনয়(েণর উপায় –  

� মশা িড ম পােড় ি9র জমা জেল। বািড়র আশপােশ বা ছােদ !যন ফুেলর টব, ভাড়ঁ, ,ািoেকর @জিনসপ , ড ােবর 
!খালা, টায়ার ইত/ািদ পেড় না থােক। কারণ, তার মেধ/ বৃ=>র জল জমেত পাের। 

� স/ােহ একিদন – চারিদক &দেখ িনন। 

� পুকুর বা নদ�মায় আবজ�না !ফলেবন না। নদ�মায় !যন জল আটেক না থােক। 

� জেলর pাম, ট/াq ও কুেয়ার মুখ কাপড় িকংবা নাইলেনর জাল িদেয় !ঢেক রাখুন। 

� কচ�  বা কলা পাতার !গাড়া কােr িদেয় িচের িদন, যােত বৃ=>র জল না দাড়ঁায়।  

� !সাক িপট বা নালায় জল জেম থাকেল এক সTাহ অGর !সখােন !কেরািসন !তল িছ=টেয় িদন।  

� ঘুমােনার সময় মশাির ব/বহার কMন। 

� পুকুের, !ড াবায় !তেচাখা, খলেস বা গািs মাছ !ছেড় িদন। এরা মশার লাভ�া !খেয় !নয়।  

� মাইেটর কামড় এড়ােত মােঠ বা বাগােন কখনও খািল পােয় যােবন না। 

� ইঁদুেরর গােয় মাইট থােক। তাই, ইঁদুেরর সংখ/া না বােড়, !সিদেক নজর িদন।  

� বািড়র চারপাশ !ঝাপঝাড় মুO রাখুন।   

 

�া�� িবিধ &মেন চলুন। সুরি4ত থাকুন। স6ানেকও সু-অভ�ােসর িশ4া িদন। 

প@tমবb সরকােরর 8া9/ ও পিরবার কল/াণ দTর !থেক জন8ােথ � �চািরত  





 
"জলবায়ুর পিরবতর্ ন যার জনয্ তয্ক্ষ বা পেরাক্ষভােব মানেুষর  িক্রয়াকলাপ

ী ি ী ি ি র্ ট ি িদায়ী, তা পৃিথবীর পিরেবেশর পিরবতর্ ন ঘটায় এবং কৃিতর েয াভািবক

েহরেফর তার েথেক আরও েবশী মা ায় দীঘর্ কাল ধের চলেত থােক ।” 

জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ ন াে য্র সামািজক এবং পিরেবশগত উপাদান-  
িলেক ভািবত কের, েযমন –
ি ি ী র্ িপির ার বাতাস, িনরাপদ পানীয় জল, পযর্া  খাবার এবং িনরাপদ আ য়।

তয্ক্ষ বা পেরাক্ষ ভােব জলবায়ুর উপর িনভর্ রশীল অসুখ িবসুখ ক্রমশঃ ু ু ু
েবেড় চেলেছ ।





To overcome the 
ff t Cli t tieffect, Climate action 
got place in Goal 
No -13 in SDGNo. 13 in SDG

National Programme 
on Climate Change & 

Human HealthThe programme Human Health 
(NPCCHH)





1. মানব াে য্র উপর জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ েনর ভাব স েকর্    
       জনসাধারণ, া য্ পিরেষবাকারী এবং নীিতিনধর্ারকেদর মেধয্    

সেচতনতা ৈতির করা।       সেচতনতা ৈতির করা।

2. জলবায়ুর পিরবতর্ নশীলতার কারেণ অসু তা/েরাগ কমােত া য্ 
বয্ব ার ক্ষমতা েজারদার করা।       বয্ব ার ক্ষমতা েজারদার করা।  
জলবায় ুপিরবতর্ েনর ে ক্ষাপেট া য্ বয্ব ােক শিক্তশালী করা
দবুর্লতা মলূয্ায়েনর জনয্ সক্ষমতা বৃি ।

3. জাতীয়/ রাজয্/েজলা/ ক ের পিরি িতর িবে ষণ কের া য্ 
        বয্ব ার িত এবং পদেক্ষপেক উ ত করা।

জলবায় সংেবদনশীল েরােগর জনয্ নজরদাির বয্ব া িবকাশ/ শিক্তশালীজলবায় ুসংেবদনশীল েরােগর জনয্ নজরদাির বয্ব া িবকাশ/ শিক্তশালী 
করা
রাজয্, েজলা এবং ক ের Early Warning Signal/িবপদসংেকত  এবং 
িতিক্রয়ার জনয্ বয্ব ােক সুগিঠত করা।ু



4 অনয্ানয্ িবভােগর সে সম য় সাধন এবং েদেশ জলবায়4.  অনয্ানয্ িবভােগর সে সম য় সাধন এবং েদেশ জলবায়ু 
         পিরবতর্ ন সংক্রা  ভাবনায় েযন াে য্রও ভুিমকা থােক তা   
         িনি ত করা ।

ি ৗ ি ৈ িঅনয্ানয্ িবভাগ/সং ার সােথ েযৗথ পিরক না ৈতির করা 
জলবায় ুসংক্রা  পিরেবশ বা ব পদেক্ষপ িলেক গ্রহণ করা এবং 
একীভূত করা।

5. মানব াে য্র উপর জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ েনর ভাব িবষেয়  র র য়ু র র য়
       গেবষণায়  েজার েদওয়া। 

উে শয্ - গেবষণার উপর িভিত্ত কের া য্পিরেষবা িলেক আরও 
শিক্তশালী করা।শিক্তশালী করা।





জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ ন ও মানব া য্ স িকর্ ত রােজয্র কমর্ পিরক না 
(SAPCCHH) একিট সামিগ্রক এবং যিক্তস ত দি ভি রােখ যােত –(SAPCCHH) একিট সামিগ্রক এবং যিুক্তস ত দিৃ ভি রােখ যােত –

• জলবায় ুপিরবতর্ ন সংক্রা  পদেক্ষপ িল একিট সমি ত ও দীঘর্েময়াদী প িনেত 
ী র্পাের ( েয়াজেনর সমেয় জ রী কাযর্ক্রম সহ)। 

• জলবায় ু পিরবতর্ েনর সােথ সহনশীল এবং কাযর্করী হেত া য্বয্ব ার জনয্ 
েয়াজনীয় িদকিনেদর্শ েদয়।েয়াজনীয় িদকিনেদশ েদয়।

•  অনয্ানয্ সংি  িবভােগর সে  একি ত হওয়ার েক্ষ িল িনেদর্শ কের।



রাজয্ র 
• পিরচালন পষর্দ
• মাি -েসক্টরাল টা  েফাসর্
• ে ট েনাডাল অিফসার
• এনভায়রনেম াল েহলথ েসল

েজলা র  
• েজলা টা  েফাসর্
• েজলা েনাডাল অিফসার
• েজলা জন া য্ িলয়ােজাঁ অিফসার 

ক র
• িবএমওএইচ
• ক পাবিলক েহলথ কমর্ীবৃ  





রাজয্ েরর পিরক নায় এই েরাগ িলেক অগ্রািধকার েদওয়া হেয়েছ ◌ঃ  

অসু তার কারণ েরাগ / জন া য্ সমসয্া

১ পত বািহত েরাগ (i) েড ,ু (ii) ময্ােলিরয়া 
(iii) াব টাইফাস

২ বায় দষন এর কারেণ েরাগ াসযে র অস তা (ARI)২ বায়ু দষুন এর  কারেণ েরাগ াসযে র অসু তা (ARI)

৩ জলবািহত েরাগ (i) আকি ক ডায়িরয়া (ADD)
(ii) েরািসস(ii) ু েরািসস

৪ প জিনত (জেুনািটক) েরাগ ইন ু েয় া

৫ পি র ঘাটিত রক্তা তা৫ পুি র ঘাটিত রক্তা তা

৬ চরম আবহাওয়া ঘটনা (i) তাপ জিনত অসু তা  
(ii) বনয্া ও ঘূিণর্ঝড়





ি উ ি ইিটবায়ুদষূেণর ফেল াসক , িনউেমািনয়া, ংকাইিটস, ফুসফুেসর

েরাগ, েচাখমখু ও গলার েরাগ, েপেটর েরাগ, দাঁেতর মািড়র

েরাগ, অভয্ রীণ রক্তপাত,কয্ানসার, অয্াসেবে ািসস, িসিলেকািস

স,িনউেমােকািনওিসস, এমফাইেসমা ভৃিত েরাগ হয়।

হােটর্ র উপেরও কু- ভাব পেড়।

মানিসক া য্ এবং সাধারন জীবনযা ায় িব ঘেট।





মানিসক িবকাশ বাধা া হয়ওজন বাড়া ও শারীিরক িবকাশ বাধা া হয়

বণশিক্ত কেম যায়াস- াস এর সমসয্া েদখা যায়।





বায়দষণঃ জনসাধারেণর জনয্ বাতর্ া (১)বায়ুদষূণঃ জনসাধারেণর জনয্ বাতা – (১)



াি ক েপাড়ােনা ব  ক ন।ড়

যানবাহন এর েধাঁয়া িনগর্মন কম ক ন।

ফসল আবজর্ না বা পাতা েপাড়ােনা ব ক ন।ফসল, আবজনা বা পাতা েপাড়ােনা ব  ক ন।

ধূমপান এিড়েয় চলনু।

বােয়ামাস ালািন েছেড় সবজু শিক্ত বয্বহােরর পেথ এেগান ।

বজর্ য্ পদাথর্ েফলার িনয়ম েমেন চলুন।য্ া ে া ি য় ে ে চ ু ।

বািড় বািড় পিরদশর্েনর সময় / VHND/ প িমিটং এর সময়বািড় বািড় পিরদশেনর সময় / VHND/ প িমিটং-এর সময়
এই কথা িল বলা  ক ন







বায়দষণঃ জনসাধারেণর জনয্ বাতর্ া (২)বায়ুদষূণঃ জনসাধারেণর জনয্ বাতা – (২)



বািড়র িভতের ধূমপান এেকবাের ব  ক ন।ড় ূ

বােয়ামাস ালািন িদেয় রা া ব  ক ন।

ঘের ধপকািঠ মশার কেয়েলর বয্বহার কম ক ন।ঘের ধূপকািঠ, মশার কেয়েলর বয্বহার কম ক ন।

কীটনাশক, িবষাক্ত রাসায়িনক, রেঙর অিতিরক্ত বয্বহার এিড়েয় 

চলনু।

ঘের ভােলাভােব বাতাস চলাচেলর বয্ব া রাখুন।ু

ঘরবািড় পির ার-পির  রাখুন।

বািড় বািড় পিরদশর্েনর সময় / VHND/ প িমিটং-এর সময়
এই কথা িল বলা  ক ন







েমাকািবলার জনয্ সবেথেক েবিশ েয়াজন পিরেবশ স েকর্ সেচতনতা।

গাছ লাগান - বায়ুদষূণ কমান। |

গািড়র জনয্ জীবা ালািন কম পুিড়েয় িবক শিক্ত বয্বহার ক ন।
এবং েবিশ মাইেলেজর গািড় বয্বহার ক ন।

এ ছাড়া, ব ঘের েমামবািত বা মশা তাড়ােনার ধূপ ালােনা ব ক ন।

বাবামা সবসময় েখয়াল রাখেবনবাবামা সবসময় েখয়াল রাখেবন

যােত িশ রা অ া য্কর পিরেবেশ বেড়া না হয়। কারণ, আবজর্ নাপূণর্ পিরেবশ েথেকই

অেনকসময় বায়ুঘিটত েরােগর জীবাণু মানেুষর শরীের সংক্রািমত হয়।ু ু ু



হাঁটুন, সাইেকল বয্বহার ক ন। এেত বায়ুদষূণ েরাধ হয়।

বািড়েত কয়লার উনুন বয্বহার ব ক ন।

িশ াঞল গড়েত হেব বসিত এলাকা েথেক দেূর।
িবিভ কলকারখানা, তাপিবদয্ৎেক েথেক যােত ছাই, ধূিলকণা সহ েধাঁয়া বাতােস িমশেত না
পাের, তার জনয্ িনগর্মন িচমিনেত অতয্াধুিনক িফ ার লাগােনা েয়াজন।

গািড় েথেক েধাঁয়া েবেরােনা ব করেত হেব।ািড় ে ে ে ায়া ে ে াে া ে ে ।

গণপিরবহেণ যাতায়াত ও একে গািড় বয্বহার (Car Pool System) করেল সুফল পাওয়া

যােব।

বািড়েত ি জ, এয়ারকি শনর ভৃিতর বয্বহারও িনয় ণ করা দরকার।



িতাপ জিনত অসু তা



িহট ক্রয্া : হােত/পােয় টান ধরা এবং ান হারােনা।
( র্ )সাধারণত সে র থােক (39°C অথর্াৎ 102°F এর মেধয্)।

ি ট ী ি র্িহট এক্সহশান : ভীষণ ক্লাি , দবুর্লতা, মাথা েঘারা, মাথাবয্থা, 
বিম বিম ভাব, বিম, মাংসেপশীেত বয্থা এবং ঘাম।

িহট ে াক: লাপ, িখচঁুিন বা েকামা। শরীেরর তাপমা া 40°C 
অথর্াৎ 104°F বা তার েবিশ। এিট একিট মারাত্মক অব া।অথাৎ 104 F বা তার েবিশ। এিট একিট মারাত্মক অব া।



শহর এবং অতয্  ঘন বসিত এলাকার মানষু।

/খরা বণ এলাকায় বসবাসকারী মানষ।/খরা বণ এলাকায় বসবাসকারী মানুষ।

েপশাগতভােব ঝুঁিকেত থাকা মানষু- খিন িমক, িমক, 

র্ী ি ি ি ই িা য্কমর্ী, ািফক পুিলশ, পথিশ  ইতয্ািদ।

িবিবধ অসু তা সহ বয়  মানষু ।



গ্রী   হওয়ার আেগ ত থাকুন

জনসাধারণেক সেচতন ক ন। “কী  করেবন এবং কী করেবন না“-
তা’ ানীয় ভাষায় চার করা সবেথেক ভাল।

আক্রা বয্িক্তর িচিকৎসার িনেদর্ িশকা সংি সকেলর কােছ েপৗেঁছ
িদন।

উপ া য্েক , া য্েক  এবং হাসপাতােল ওআরএস এবং IV ু িয়েডর
পযর্া  ক রাখুন।

ি ী ঠ ীা য্েক িলেত শীতল জায়গা এবং ঠা া পানীয় জেলর বয্ব া 
ক ন। তােপ অসু বয্িক্তেক শীতল জায়গায় িনেয় ত পরীক্ষা 
করার বয্ব া রাখনু।ু



সাধারণ শাসন এবং পরুসভা িলেক িন িলিখত কােজর জনয্ 
পরামশর্ িদন:

I. জনসমাগেমর জায়গায় শীতল পানীয় জেলর বথু াপন।

II. সেবর্া  তাপ এড়ােত ু েলর সময় পিরবতর্ ন।ু

III. MGNREGA কমর্ীেদর জনয্ আ য়েক  াপন এবং তােদর কােজর সময় 
পুনিনর্ধর্ারণ।

র্IV. তাপ বােহর পূবর্াভাস থাকেল তা’ মানষুেক জানােনা।

V. কী করণীয় এবং কী করণীয় নয় – েস স েকর্  বয্াপক চার। 

তাপ জিনত অসু তা এবং মতৃুয্র তথয্ (এমনিক শূনয্ হেলও) ৈদিনক 
িরেপাটর্ িহসােব িনিদর্ ফরময্ােট পাঠােত হেব ।



a¡f -f Ëh¡q : p¡hd¡e qe ! Ap¤¤ÙÛa¡ f Ë¢a-l ¡d Ll ¦e !

NË£×j L¡-m f ¢l -h-nl  a¡f j ¡œ¡ AaÉ¢dL hª¢Ü -f -m nl £-l l  Ef l  e¡e¡l Lj  r ¢aLl  f Ëi ¡h f -sz
¢h-noax ky¡-cl  f ËQä -l ¡c h¡ Nl -j l  j -dÉ L¡S Ll -a quz f ¢l -h-n B âÑa¡l  j ¡œ¡ -hn£ b¡L-m
Ap¤¤ÙÛa¡l  pñ¡he¡ B l J -h-s k¡uz HC -r -œ L£ L£ p¡hd¡ea¡ Ahmðe Ll ¡ E¢Qa, -S-e ¢eez 
 
 
L£Ll he :L£ Ll -he : 
1z -l ¡-c -h-l ¡-a q-m R¡a¡ hÉhq¡l  Ll ¦ez Abh¡ j ¡b¡ J Ly¡d ¢i -S N¡j R¡/ -a¡u¡-m/ L¡f s ¢c-u 
   -Y-L l ¡M¤ez 
2z h¡Cl l L¡S pL¡mpL¡möl ¦ L l c¤f ¤l l B NC no Ll ¦ez2z h¡C-l l  L¡S pL¡m pL¡m öl ¦ L-l  c¤f ¤-l l  B -NC -no Ll ¦ez
3z n£am Sm p-‰ l ¡M¤ez a«o·¡ e¡ -f -mJ j -dÉ j -dÉ Sm f ¡e Ll ¦ez mhZ M¡Ju¡u k¢c ¢e-od e¡  
   b¡-L, S-ml  p-‰ p¡j ¡eÉ mhZ ¢j ¢n-u ¢e-a f ¡-l ez 
4z f ¡am¡, ¢Y-m Hhw q¡mL¡ l -Pl  p¤¤¢al  S¡j ¡L¡f s f l ¦ez L¡-Sl  f ËL«¢a Ae¤p¡-l  -l ¡c-Qnj ¡, V¥¢f ,¡ ¡, ¢ q¡ ¡ p¢ ¡j ¡ ¡ ¦ ¡ ¢ p¡ ¡ j ¡, ¢ ,
   cÙ¹¡e¡ hÉhq¡l  Ll ¡ -k-a f ¡-l z 
5z Qs¡ -l ¡-c h¡ Nl -j  L¡S Ll -a Ll -a k¢c j ¡b¡--O¡l ¡ /AaÉ¿¹ LÓ¡¢¿¹ /h¢j -i ¡h /j ¡b¡l  k¿»Z¡ /SÆl  
   -h¡d qu, a-h ka a¡s¡a¡¢s pñh n£am R¡u¡ S¡uN¡u ¢N-u h-p h¡ ö-u ¢hnË¡j  ¢eez f ËQ¥l   

£ S f Ll ¦ Hh j b j ¤M O £ S l TÃV ¢   n£am Sm f ¡e Ll ¦e Hhw j ¡b¡u, j ¤-M, O¡-s n£am S-ml  T¡ÃV¡ ¢cez



a¡f -f Ëh¡q : p¡hd¡e qe ! Ap¤¤ÙÛa¡ f Ë¢a-l ¡d Ll ¦e !

 
L£ Ll -he e¡ : 
1z Qs¡ -l ¡-c h¡ Nl -j  c£OÑr Z HLV¡e¡ cy¡¢s-u b¡L-he e¡z ¡ ¡ ¡ j ¡ ¡ y¡¢ ¡ ¡
2z -l ¡-c cy¡s Ll ¡-e¡ N¡s£l  j -dÉ ¢nö-cl  -l -M k¡-he e¡z 
3z HC pj u A¢a¢l š² Q¡-L¢g, -h¡a-ml  W¡ä¡ f ¡e£u h¡ j cÉ f ¡e Ll ¡ ¢WL euz H-a -cq-L¡-o  
   Smn§eÉa¡l  T¥y¢L -h-s k¡uz hl w m¢pÉ, Lj  ¢j ¢ø  -cJu¡ pl hv, j l ö¢j  g-m Ef L¡l  f ¡-hez 
 
 
 
f Ë¡b¢j L ¢Q¢Lvp¡ : ¡ ¢j ¢Q¢ p¡
a¡-f l  f Ëi ¡-h k¢c B -nf ¡-n -LE Ap¤¤ÙÛ q-u f -s, a-h a¡-L â¥a n£am R¡u¡ S¡uN¡u ¢e-u ¢N-u
öC-u ¢cez S¡j ¡-L¡f s B mN¡ L-l  ¢cez k¢c ‘ ¡e b¡-L, a-h h¡l h¡l  n£am Sm M¡Ju¡-a b¡L¥ez 
ORS f ¡EX¡l b¡L-mS-m¢j ¢n-u ¢cez p¡l ¡ -c-q Hhwj ¡b¡u n£amSmY¡m¤ez -i S¡ nl £-l -S¡-lORS f ¡EX¡l  b¡L m S m ¢j ¢n u ¢cez p¡l ¡ c q Hhw j ¡b¡u n£am Sm Y¡mez i S¡ nl £l  S¡l
-S¡-l  h¡a¡p ¢cez k¢c -l ¡N£ A‘ ¡e q-u ¢N-u b¡-L, a-h a¡-L f ¡n--gl ¡-e¡ AhÙÛ¡u l ¡M-hez j ¤-M 
m¡m¡ B V-L b¡L-m f ¢l ú¡l  L-l  -c-he, k¡-a nÄ¡pe¡m£-a nÄ¡pf ËnÄ¡p Qm¡Q-m h¡d¡ pª¢ø e¡ quz 
f l haÑ£ ¢Q¢Lvp¡l  SeÉ ü¡ÙÛÉ-L¾cÊ h¡ q¡pf ¡a¡-m ¢e-u k¡Ju¡l  hÉhÙÛ¡ Ll ¦ez 
 
 
 



• বি েত িটেনর/ অয্াসেবসটস-এর ছােদ পাতার জনয্ শীতল বয্াগ (gunny 
) িbag) িবতরণ।

• ছােদ সাদা রঙ করা, যােত ছাদ কম গরম হয়।

• দািয় রত ািফক পুিলশরা cool roof jacket বয্বহার করেত পােরন।

• িনমর্াণ কােজর জায়গা, বাস য্া , শহেরর পূণর্ েমাড় এবং অনয্ানয্ 
জনসমাগেমর ােন জলস এবং ওআরএেসর বয্ব া ।জনসমাগেমর ােন জলস এবং ওআরএেসর বয্ব া ।

• তাপ বােহর পূবর্াভাস থাকেল তা’ মাইেকর মাধয্েম চার । 
(পূবর্াভািসত িদেনর এক িদন আেগ এবং সারা িদন)( ূ া াি ি ে ি আে া া ি )

• েরিডও, িটিভ এবং ওেয়বসাইট/েসাশয্াল িমিডয়ােত চার।



উ  ঝুঁিকর জনেগা ী ও িত ান িচি ত করা।

পিরেবশ বা ব িনমর্াণ পিরক না করা, ছায়ােঘরা জায়গা রাখা, গাছ

লাগােনা, জলাধার ৈতরী, জলবায়ুর সে মানানসই ছাদ িনমর্াণ ইতয্ািদ।

ি ি িতাপপ্জিনত সমসয্া সামাল েদওয়ার জনয্ জ ির পিরেষবার বয্ব া রাখা।

েরফােরল হা াতােলর সে িরেপািটর্ ং েসল এবং Rapid response Team 

(RRT)-এর ভাল েযাগােযাগ বজায় রাখা।







খরা , বনয্া , ঘূিণর্ঝড় , ভূিম স ইতয্ািদ িবপযর্য় েথেক া য্সমসয্া এবং তারখরা , বনয্া , ঘূিণঝড় , ভূিম স ইতয্ািদ িবপযয় েথেক া য্সমসয্া বং তার
িতকােরর জনয্ িনেদর্ িশকা যথাযথ পালন করেত হেব।

িবপযর্য় এর পূেবর্ আগাম সতকর্ তামলুক চার েয়াজন।ূ ু

জনগণেক িনরাপদ আ েয় সের যাওয়ার জনয্ সেচতন করেত হেব।

গবািদ প েদর িনরাপেদ রাখার বয্ব া থাকা দরকার।গবািদ প েদর িনরাপেদ রাখার বয্ব া থাকা দরকার।

জীবাণুমক্ত পানীয় জল এবং কেনা বা রা া করা খাবােরর েযাগান চাই।

ী ি প র্ ি ধজব না ছড়ােত ও ভয়ভীত না হেয় িবপযর্য় েমাকািবলা করেত সাধারণ মানষুেক
েবাঝােত হেব।

িবপযর্য়জিনত া য্সমসয্া (েযমন সােপর কামড় েচাট আঘাত েপেটর অসখ রিবপযয়জিনত া য্সমসয্া (েযমন - সােপর কামড়, েচাট-আঘাত, েপেটর অসুখ, র-
কািশ ও অনয্ানয্ অসুেখর াথিমক িচিকৎসা, ঔষধ িবতরণ ।





।

(ক) াক-দেুযর্াগঃ

• িবিভ দ েরর েযৗথ িমিটং

(গ) দেুযর্াগ পরবতর্ীঃ

• েয কাজ হেয়েছ তার মলয্ায়ন

• েজলা ও ক েরর পিরক না

• িনেদর্ িশকা বুেঝ েনওয়া

ি ি র্ী ি

েয কাজ হেয়েছ তার মূলয্ায়ন

• সংি সকেলর সে অিভ তা িবিনময়

• পিরক নার পিরমাজর্ ন
• িচিকৎসক ও কমর্ীেদর িশক্ষণ

• িতমলূক বয্ব া

র্

(ঘ) িতিট পযর্ােয়ঃ

(খ) দেুযর্ােগর সময়ঃ

• েমিডেকল / পয্ারােমিডকয্াল িটম

• জীবাণমক্তকরণ এবং সয্ািনেটশন

• িবিভ দ র ও সং ার মেধয্ সম য়

• সেচতনতা সৃি র কাজ ।
জীবাণুমক্তকরণ এবং সয্ািনেটশন

• িনয় ণ েক (Control Room) পিরচালনা

• ৈদিনক িরেপািটর্ ং



বনয্া কবিলত এলাকা েত বসবাস কারী জনসাধারণ েক আস বনয্া স েকর্ সতকর্
করেত হেব ও িন িলিখত িবষয় িল েমেন চলার কথা বলেত হেব –

• শাসন এর পক্ষ েথেক বনয্ার কারেন ান তয্াগ করার িনেদর্ িশকা এেল ত তা পালন ক ন এবং িনরাপদ ােন
আ য় িনন ।আ য় িনন ।

• গবািদ প ও গৃহপািলত ানী েদর িনরাপদ ােন ানা র ক ন ।

বনয্ার সময় িনরাপদ ও পির ার পানীয় জেলর অভাব হয় েসেক্ষে িনরাপদ ও পির ত পানীয় জল এর জনয্• বনয্ার সময় িনরাপদ ও পির ার পানীয় জেলর অভাব হয় , েসেক্ষে িনরাপদ ও পির ত পানীয় জল এর জনয্
শাসন এর সাহাযয্ িনন ও সহজ উপােয় জল েশাধন এর িক্রয়া িল েজেন িনন।

• িশিবর বা আ য় ল এ য ত মল মু তয্াগ করেবন না ।

• িশিবর বা আ য় ল এ য ত ময়লা আবজর্ না েফলেবন না ।

• িশিবর বা আ য় ল এর পিরেবশ পির ার রাখুন ।

• রা া বা খাবার আেগ ও িশ েদর খাওযানর আেগ সাবান িদে◌েয় হাত ধুেত হেব ।

• খাবার এর বাসন িল পির ার জল িদে◌য় ধুেত হেব ।

• অসু েবাধ হেল েমিডেকল িটম / কয্া এর সাহাযয্ িনন ।

• বনয্ার জল সের েগেল শাসন এর সাহােযয্ কুেয়া এবং ন ু প িল েশাধন কের িনন



যিদ বনয্ার ফেল দিষত িটউব ওেয়ল কুেয়া বা পকুেরর জল ই পানযিদ বনয্ার ফেল দিূষত িটউব ওেয়ল , কুেয়া বা পুকুেরর জল ই  পান 
করেত বাধয্ হন -- 
ফুিটেয় েনওয়াই সব েথেক ভাল।(ফুটেত  করা েথেক আরও দশ িমিনট 
আঁেচ রাখেত হেব।)আেচ রাখেত হেব।)  
তা স ব না হেল সংগ্রহ করা জল হয্ােলােজন বিড় িদেয় অথবা েক্লািরন বন 
িদেয় েশাধন কের িনন

হয্ােলােজন বিড় িত িলটার জেল  একিট, আধ ঘ া েরেখ তারপর জল 
পান করা যােব।

েক্লািরন বন ৈতির –
এক িলটার (চার াস) পির ার জেল চা চামেচর সমান কের ছয় চামচ 
ি িচং পাউডার েমশান।িম েণর ওপর িদেকর পির ার জল কাঁচ বা াি েকরি িচং পাউডার েমশান।িম েণর ওপর িদেকর পির ার জল কাচ বা াি েকর 
পাে  ব  কের রাখুন। তেব ঘন বাদামী বা ওইরকম গাঢ় রং এর পাে  ভের 
ছায়ায় রাখা বা নীয়, তাহেল অ ত এক স াহ এই বণ কাযর্করী থােক। 
জেলর পাে েক্লািরন বন িলটার িপছ িতন-চার েফাঁটা িদন।আধ ঘ া েরেখজেলর পাে  েক্লািরন বন িলটার িপছু িতন-চার েফাটা িদন।আধ ঘ া েরেখ 
তারপর জলপান ক ন। 



পাহাড় পবর্েতর গা েথেক খেস মািট বা পাথেরর র মাধয্াকষর্েণর টােন নীেচ পড়েল তােকপাহাড়-পবেতর গা েথেক খেস মািট বা পাথেরর র মাধয্াকষেণর টােন নীেচ পড়েল তােক
ভূিম স (landslide) বেল। ভূিম েস অেনক সময় পাহােড়র ওপর েথেক জল ও মািট 
িমেশ কাদার আকাের িবপুল পিরমােণ িনেচ েনেম আেস।

কী করেবন কী করেবন না

ভূিম েসর পথ এবং িনেচর িদেকর উপতয্কা েথেক ত আলগা িজিনেসর উপর হাঁটেবন না এবং ৈবদয্িতক খুিট
র্সের যান। শর্ করেবন না

আহত এবং আটকা পড়া বয্িক্তর েখাজঁ ক ন । নদী বা দিূষত কুেয়ার জল সরাসির পান করেবন না ।

িনকটতম াণেক েকাথায় েজেন িনন। আত ছড়ােবন না।িনকটতম াণেক েকাথায় েজেন িনন। আত ছড়ােবন না।

জ রী কমর্ী এবং িবেশষ রা িনি ত না করা পযর্
েসর এলাকা েথেক দেূর থাকুন । িনচু এলাকা বা উপতয্কায় থাকেবন না।

ক্ষিতর এলাকা পুনগর্ঠেন সাহাযয্ ক ন ।

শা থাকুন এবং একসােথ থাকুন ।

েজলা সদর দফতর/দেযর্াগ বয্ব াপনা েহ লাইেন সংবাদেজলা সদর দফতর/দেুযাগ বয্ব াপনা েহ লাইেন সংবাদ
জানান ।



এই িরেপােটর্ র মলূ পাঁচিট অংশঃ

ক) েকান েকান এলাকা ক্ষিতগ্র এবং তার জনয্ কত েলাকবল কােজ নামােনা হেয়েছ

খ) সংক্রামক েরাগ এবং েচাট আঘাত জেল েডাবা ইতয্ািদ কী সংখয্ায় হেখ) সংক্রামক েরাগ এবং েচাট-আঘাত, জেল েডাবা ইতয্ািদ কী সংখয্ায় হে

গ) জীবাণুমক্ত করার কােজর অগ্রগিত

ঘ) মতয্র তথয্ঘ) মৃতুয্র তথয্

ঙ) ওষুধ ও অনয্ানয্ রসেদর পিরমাণ ।





এখােন ADD িনেয় আেলাচনা করা হে েকন?
কারণ হল -কারণ হল

• াকৃিতক দেুযর্ােগর সময় ADD এবং অনয্ানয্ জলবািহত েরােগর েকাপ বিৃ পায়।
• তাছাড়া জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ েনর কারেণ জল ও খােদয্র ঘাটিত হেত পাের; তখন মানষু দিূষত
জল/খাদয্ েখেত বাধয্ হেত পাের।জল/খাদয্ েখেত বাধয্ হেত পাের।

• জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ ন জীবাণু বিৃ র জনয্ও সহায়ক হেব;
এইসব কারেণ ডায়িরয়া েরােগর ঝুঁিক বাড়েব।

েকস ময্ােনজেম :
িনেদর্ িশকা (guideline) রেণ েরেখ েরােগর িচিকৎসা ক ন।

িটঅয্াি বােয়ািটক ে ােটাকল অনসুরণ ক ন, িবেশষত কেলরা এবং আমাশয়-এর জনয্।



খাওয়ার আেগ, রা া করা ও খাবার পিরেবশেনর আেগ এবং মলতয্ােগর পের সাবান
িদেয় হাত ধুন। .
পানীয় জল েঢেক রাখন ও পির ার রাখন। ওেত হাত েডাবােবন না।পানীয় জল েঢেক রাখুন ও পির ার রাখুন। ওেত হাত েডাবােবন না।
সয্ািনটাির পায়খানা বয্বহার ক ন; পিরেবশগত সয্ািনেটশন িবিধ েমেন চলনু;
বয্িক্তগত া য্িবিধ েমেন চলন ।বয্িক্তগত া য্িবিধ েমেন চলনু ।
সিঠক জায়গােত বজর্ য্ েফলনু ।

লিজি কলিজি ক বয্ব াবয্ব া
• সিঠক মলূয্ায়ণ অনযুায়ী ORS এবং Zinc Tablet এর ক রাখেত হেব ।
• দেুযর্াগ/েরােগর আউটে ক পিরি িতর জনয্ ওষুধপে র িকছু ক সংরিক্ষত রাখা উিচৎ

(িরজাভর্ ক)।









জলবায়রু পিরবতর্ েনর ফেল -

েভক্টেরর জনন বিৃ পায়।

েভক্টর পতে র জীবনকাল েবেড় যায়।

েভক্টর নতুন এলাকায় বংশ িব ার কের।

শহর েথেক গ্রামীণ এলাকােত েরাগ ছিড়েয় পেড়।

বন িনধেনর ফেল প জিনত েরােগর (Zoonotic Diseases) ঝুঁিক বিৃ পায়।

মানেুষর ানা র (migration) বােড়; ফেল অসুখ এক জায়গা েথেক অনয্ জায়গায়ু g ড় ু

ছিড়েয় পেড়।





েভক্টর িবষেয় নজরদাির এবং েভক্টর িনয় ণ –

• মশার জনন ান িচি ত ক ন।• মশার জনন ান িচি ত ক ন।

• এিডস মশার েযখােন বংশবিৃ হে , েসখােন েভক্টর িনয় ণ কাযর্ক্রম েজারদার
ক ন।

• বািড় বািড় পিরদশর্েনর সময় মশার উৎস ল িনমূর্ল করার উপর েজার িদন।

ি র্েরাগ িনণর্য় -

• েড ু সে হ হেল রক্ত পরীক্ষা িনি ত ক ন।
ী ি িট ী ি ( ) ি টর্• পরীক্ষায় পিজিটভ েরাগীেদর তািলকা (Line List) সহ সময়মত েকস িরেপাটর্

ক ন; েপাটর্ ােল িনয়িমত আপেলাড ক ন।



রােজয্র েড ু েকস ময্ােনজেম ে ােটাকল িতিট ের অনসুরণ করেত হেব।
অনয্ অসুেখর সােথ েড ু এবং িবেশষ ঝুঁিক স েরাগীর েড ু িচিকৎসার জনয্
ি ি র্ িিশক্ষেণর বয্ব া করেত হেব। (েকস ময্ােনজেম -এর িনেদর্ িশকা বয্বহার

ক ন)।
হাসপাতােল ভিতর্ েড েরাগীর অব া পযর্েবক্ষণ করেত সবসময় টপ-হাসপাতােল ভিত েড ু েরাগীর অব া পযেবক্ষণ করেত সবসময় টপ
িশট িট বয্বহার ক ন।

মিনটিরমিনটিরং

DKPI েপাটর্ ােল েরর েরাগীর ৈদিনক িরেপািটর্ ং।
DKPI টর্ IDSP টর্ ী ি র্ী ি িDKPI েপাটর্ াল এবং IDSP েপাটর্ ােল রক্ত পরীক্ষায় িনণর্ীত েড রু িনয়িমত
িরেপািটর্ ং।



মশার বংশবিৃ িনয় ণ,
বয্িক্তগত সরক্ষা এবংবয্িক্তগত সুরক্ষা এবং

র হেল সমেয়াপেযাগী বয্ব াপনা।
The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.





েরােগরেরােগর িচিকৎসািচিকৎসা --
• েক্লােরাকুইন এবং আিটর্ সুেনট-এসিপ টয্াবেলট উপেক পযর্ সম ের পাওয়াকু ু
িনি ত ক ন।

• শযয্ািবিশ PHC পযর্ সম হাসপাতােল আিটর্ সুেনট ইে কশান সবর্দা থাকেব।

নজরদািরনজরদাির --
• জাতীয় িচিকৎসা নীিত অনযায়ী েরর েরাগীর ময্ােলিরয়ার পরীক্ষা করেত হেব।জাতীয় িচিকৎসা নীিত অনযুায়ী েরর েরাগীর ময্ােলিরয়ার পরীক্ষা করেত হেব।
• েকস ক্লা ার আেছ িক না তা সনাক্ত করেত কমর্ীেদর মাধয্েম েরর নজরদাির
করেত হেব।

ি ি ি• র নজরদাির তেথয্র সা ািহক িবে ষণ কের েদখেত হেব।



েভক্টর িবষেয় নজরদাির -
েভক্টর জািত সনাক্তকরণ এবং পযর্েবক্ষেণর জনয্ িনয়িমত
entomological surveillance.

েভক্টর িনয় ণ -
• ময্ােলিরয়া ভািবত এলাকায় ইনেডার েরিসডুয়াল ে (IRS)।
• িশিক্ষত কমর্ীেদর ারা গ্রাম ও শহর উভয় এলাকায় মশার উৎস েলর

খ ঁ ।েখাজ।
• েভক্টর কে াল িটম ারা উৎস দরূীকরণ এবং লািভর্ সাইড ে ।

ইইিআইইিস-
েপা ার, বয্ানার, েহািডর্ ং ইতয্ািদর মাধয্েম চার এবং িনয়ত বয্িক্তগত ভােব
েযাগােযাগ।









মাইট জাতীয় এক কার েপাকার কামেড় াব টাইফাস েরাগ ছড়ায়। এরা

েঝােপঝােড় বা ইঁদেুরর গােয় থােক।

চারপাশ পির ার-পির রাখুন; েঝাপঝাড় ও লতা-পাতা িনয়িমত েছঁেট েফলনু।

খািল পােয় হাঁটা এিড়েয় চলনু।

েখালা জায়গায় মলতয্াগ নয়।

জামাকাপড় পরার আেগ ভাল কের েদেখ িনন।

জামাকাপড় িনয়িমত েকেচ প ন।



েরাগ নজরদাির -
েকানও বয্িক্তর াব টাইফাস সে হ হেল আইিজ এম এিলসা পরীক্ষা করেত
হেব। আপনার েকর জনয্ িনিদর্ পরীক্ষাগাের নমনা পাঠান।হেব। আপনার েকর জনয্ িনিদ পরীক্ষাগাের নমনুা পাঠান।

েকস ময্ােনজেম - াব টাইফাস িচিকৎসার জনয্ একিট ে ােটাকল ৈতরী করা
িটহেয়েছ। সকল েকে এিট অনসুরণ করেত হেব।

লিজি কস - হাসপাতাল িলেত ডিক্সসাইিক্লন বা অয্ািজে ামাইিসেনর পযর্া ক রাখেত
হেব।

মিনটিরং -
• েকাথাও েকস ক্লা ািরং হে িক না নজর রাখুন।
• যিদ হয়, তাহেল Rapid Response Teamেক তখনই বয্ব া িনেত হেব
েরাগীেদর িচিকৎসা এবং সংক্রমণ িনয় েণর জনয্।য়



প জিনত (জেুনািটক) েরােগর জনয্
া য্ পিরক নাা য্ পিরক না



ি র্জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ েনর ভাবঃ

• িবিভ ধরেণর ইন ু েয় া ছিড়েয় েদওয়ার েক্ষে পিরযায়ী পাখীেদর িবেশষ ভূিমকা রেয়েছ।
জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ েনর ফেল পিরযায়ী পাখীেদর যাতায়ােতর পেথ বড় ধরেণর পিরবতর্ ন হেতায়ু ি তে ে ি ায়ী া ীে াতায়ােত ে ড় ে ি ত হেত
পাের।

• ফেল মানুেষর মেধয্ নতূন ধরেণর ইন ু েয় া েদখা িদেত পাের এবং নতূন এলাকা আক্রা
হেত পাের।হেত পাের।

• বন িনধন ঘটেছ।
• মানুষ এবং াণী েবশী কের পর েরর সং েশর্ আসেছ। ফেল zoonosis-এর স াবনা
বি েপেয়েছ।বৃি েপেয়েছ।

ঝুঁিকব ল েগা ীঃ
েপাি বা প পালন ফােমর্র কমর্ী• েপাি বা প পালন ফােমর কমর্ী

• প র মাংস, চামড়া, হাড় ইতয্ািদ িনেয় কাজ করা বয্িক্ত
• যাঁরা গৃহপািলত প রােখন
অস প েদর িচিকৎসায় যক্ত িচিকৎসক ও কমর্ীরা।• অসু প েদর িচিকৎসায় যুক্ত িচিকৎসক ও কমর্ীরা।





জলবায়ুর পিরবতর্ নেক মেন েরেখ জন াে য্র েক্ষে এই বয্ব া িল িনেত হেবঃ

র্েযখােন সুেযাগ হেব, েযমন – VHND, িক্লিনক, বািড় পিরদশর্েনর সময় জনসাধারণেক

বাতর্ া িল িদন।

ঝঁিকব ল মানষেদর িবেশষভােব সেচতন ক ন।ঝুিকব ল মানুষেদর িবেশষভােব সেচতন ক ন।

িবেশষ িবেশষ সংক্রামক েরাগ িলর সনাক্তকরণ এবং িবি করেণর বয্ব া িনন।

েকস েনািটিফেকশন অথর্াৎ েরােগর ঘটনার কথা উপযক্ত জায়গায় জানান।েকস েনািটিফেকশন অথাৎ েরােগর ঘটনার কথা উপযুক্ত জায়গায় জানান।

েরােগর িচিকৎসার জনয্ সরকারী ে ােটাকল থাকেল তা’ অনুসরণ ক ন।

িচিকৎসার জনয্ েয়াজনীয় ওষুধ ও সর াম যেথ পিরমােণ মজতু রাখুন।িচি ৎ া য্ েয়া ীয় ও ু ও া ে ি াে তু া ু ।

ঝড়, বনয্া ইতয্ািদ িবপযর্য় এবং মর িম েরােগর আেগই িত িনন।



ক পযর্ায় িশক্ষণ

RBSK-MO, 
CHO ANM

িশক্ষক
যারা েজলা TOT-েত িশক্ষণ 
িনেয়েছন।

িত CHO, ANM, 
ICDS-

সুপারভাইজার 
মুখ েদর
ি

িনেয়েছন।
িশক্ষণাথর্ী  

েমিডেকল অিফসার, আরিবএসেক এমও, 
িসএইচও, সকল এএনএম, া য্ 
সপারভাইজার এইচআই/এইচএ িডইও

েক 
0২ 
বয্াচ

ওিরেয়ে শন সুপারভাইজার, এইচআই/এইচএ, িডইও, 
আইিসিডএস-সুপারভাইজার 

প ােয়ত
আিধকািরক

িত 
েক 
0১

িশক্ষক
যারা েজলা TOT-েত িশক্ষণ 

িনেয়েছন
/সদসয্ েদর
সেচতন করণ

0১
েসশন

িনেয়েছন
িশক্ষণাথর্ী 

 প ােয়ত আিধকািরক /সদসয্



সাব- ক ের চার কাযর্ক্রম

িত

িভএইচএনিড-
েত প িমিটং 

িত 
উপ-
েকে  
১ িট 

CHO/ANM / ASHA ারা
গভর্ বতী মা, িকেশারী, িভএইচএনিডেত 
েযাগদানকারী সাধারণ মানষু েদর সেচতন

করা।  
েসশন 

ু ল ের িত েক 
২েথেক ৩ RBSK-MO এবং িশক্ষক েদর ারা ল

ু
RBSK-MO 
ারা েসশন

২েথেক ৩
িট উ  
িবদয্ালয় 

RBSK-MO এবং িশক্ষক েদর ারা ু ল
ছা েদর সেচতন করা ।



জলবায়ু পিরবতর্ ন অিনবাযর্- অেনক েদির হওয়ার আেগই কাজ  ক ন।ু

আমরা বলেত পাির সেচতনতাই মলূ ফয্াক্টর।
আমােদর দিৃ ভি েত সামানয্ পিরবতর্ ন আনেত পাের বড় পিরবতর্ ন।
আপনার সামানয্ অংশগ্রহণ পাথর্কয্ গেড় িদেত পাের। 

সু পৃিথবী মােন সু জীবন।
ে াগ্রােমর বা বায়ন:

    (i) িশক্ষণ/ চার েসশেনর বয্ব া ক ন

(ii) ক পযর্ােয়র িমিটং িল ক ন   (ii) ক পযােয়র িমিটং িল ক ন

  (iii) া ফাে র স য্বহার ক ন।




